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Preface

The present volume is the thirteenth in this series of the Jerusalem Talmud,
the third and final in a three-volume edition, translation, and Commentary of
the Fourth Order of this Talmud.  The principles of the edition regarding text,
vocalization, and Commentary have ben spelled out in detail in the
Introduction to the first volume.  The text in this volume is based on the
manuscript text of the Yerushalmi edited by J. Sussman for the Academy of
the Hebrew Language, Jerusalem 2001.  The text essentially represents an
outline, to be fleshed out by a teacher’s explanation.  The translation should
mirror this slant; it should not endow the text with literary qualities which the
original does not posses.  In particular, the translation is not intended to stand
separate from the Commentary.

The extensive Commentary is not based on emendations; where there is no
evidence from manuscripts or early prints to correct evident scribal errors, the
proposed correction is given in the Notes.  As in the preceding volumes, for
each paragraph the folio and line numbers of the Krotoschin edition are added.
It should be remembered that these numbers may differ from the editio
princeps by up to three lines.  It seems to be important that a translation of the
Yerushalmi be accompanied by the text, to enable the reader to compare the
interpretation with other translations.

Again, biblical quotations are given with the accents, except for words
which differ (usually by plene spelling) from the masoretic texts.  Since the
quotes are part of oral tradition, the deviations in spelling are examples of
substandard spelling, rather than changes in the text.

Again, I wish to thank my wife, Dr. Eva Guggenheimer, who acted as
critic, style editor, proof reader, and expert on the Latin and Greek
vocabulary.  Her own notes on some possible Latin and Greek etymologies
are identified by (E. G.).
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I thank the staff of the Jewish Division of the New York Public Library
for providing me with copies of the Genizah texts of Tractate Avodah zarah.
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Introduction to Tractate Ševu‘ot

The Tractate “Oaths” has two parts.  The first three chapters are ritualistic,
the later five are partially legalistic.  The ritualistic part is based on Lev.
5:1-13, 20-26, detailing the sacrifices required for rash or senseless as well as
false oaths.  Since Lev. 5:1-13 states the same treatment for infringements of
the purity of the Temple or of sacrifices as for rash or senseless oaths, the first
Chapter, after an introduction listing matters which can be classified as “two
kinds which split into four cases”, treats inadvertent impurity of sacrifices and
their atonement, whether by sacrifice or the Temple service of the Day of
Atonement.  The Second Chapter then defines the places which can claim the
holiness of the Temple and require atonement for inadvertent violations of its
purity.

The third Chapter starts with an enumeration of the two/four ways in
which a non-judicial oath can be irrelevant or false, whether by one’s own
initiative or formulated by others.  The oaths are punishable by flogging if
made before witnesses after due warning, or sacrifices following the same
rules as infringements of purity if inadvertent.

The Fourth Chapter deals with oaths which serve as subpoenas to testify.
The basic situation is that A says to B I put an oath or an imprecation on you
that you should come and testify for me.  If B agrees by saying “Amen” and
then reneges on his duty, he has violated the oath as described in Lev. 5:1.
These oaths can be imposed in or out of Court.  The Chapter ends with a
discussion of the use of substitutes for the Divine name in imprecations.

Chapter Five deals with the oaths by which people falsely defend
themselves against monetary claims (Lev. 5:21-26).  While the doctrines of
judicial proof are detailed in Tractates Neziqin and Ketubot, the Chapter
mainly deals with the obligations for sacrifices, with an appendix about the
rules by which judicial fines can be imposed.
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Chapter Six treats oaths imposed by the court on a defendant in a case in
which he partially admits claims not proven by documents or witnesses.  He
has to swear that he does not owe the part of the claim which he disputes.  The
oath cannot be imposed if either the defendant rejects the claim in its entirety,
when the claimant has to provide proof by witnesses or documents, or if the
defendant rejects the claim but admits an unrelated one.  Also, matters that
must be documented such as real estate claims cannot be settled by oath.

Chapter Seven deals with rabbinic oaths instituted in the interest of social
justice, such as the power of the worker to claim unpaid wages by an oath
without having to produce witnesses, or cases involving a widow and her
husband’s heirs, or dissolutions of partnerships, where documents proving
exact accounting may be difficult or impossible to obtain.

Finally, Chapter Eight treats the biblical oaths imposed on trustees in case
a deposit was damaged or lost, Ex. 22:6-14.  Since these rules are treated at
length in Tractate Neziqin, the corresponding Chapter in the Babli is very
short.  Since the treatment in the Yerushalmi Neziqin is so very short, the
Chapter here is more substantial than its Babli counterpart.



fol. 32c  :

Mishnah 1: There are two kinds of oaths which are four kinds1.  There
are two kinds of awareness of impurity which are four kinds2.  There are two
kinds of export on the Sabbath which are four kinds3.  There are two kinds of
appearances of skin disease which are four kinds4.

1 Lev. 5:4 requires a reparation sacrifice
for inadvertent breach of a commitment
made by oath, “what was pronounced,
negatively or positively.”  The standard
example of a positive oath is somebody
swearing that he will eat certain foods.  The
corresponding negative is an oath that he
will refrain from eating certain foods.  The
exact expression used, ai À¦hi ¥d§l  F ´̀  | r´©xd̈§l, by
its hiph`il form  points  to  the  future.   A
natural complement are backward looking
oaths, if a person swears that he ate or did
not eat certain foods in the past (Mishnah
3:1).  These four cases are equal in sanctions
for willful or inadvertent breach.
2 Lev. 5:2-3 requires a reparation
sacrifice for a person who became impure,
forgot it, and then either ate sancta in his
impurity or entered the Sanctuary.  The two
added cases are that he knew about being
impure but forgot that the food was holy or
that the place was a Sanctuary.
3 It is forbidden to transport anything on
the Sabbath from a private domain to the

public domain (Mishnah Šabbat 1:1).
“Transport” includes lifting up, moving, and
setting  down.   The  two  cases  where  one  is
liable (for a sacrifice if the sin was
unintentional, punishment if the trans-
gression was intentional and is prosecutable,
or extirpation by Divine decree if  the crime
was intentional but is not prosecutable) are
“export” by a person standing inside the
private domain, lifting something up inside
the domain and putting it down on the
outside (e. g., through a window) even
without moving his feet, or  “import”,
somebody lifting an object from the outside
to the inside and depositing it there.  The
two cases where one is not liable refer to a
person inside who lifts an object, hands it to
a person outside (so that the object never is
at rest) and the second person puts it down.
Since no one person completed a criminal
act, no one can be held liable even though
the combined action clearly is forbidden.
4 Lev. 13:2 defines impure skin disease
as z ¤x ½¤d ©a F ´̀  Æz ©g ©̧R ©qÎF «̀  z³¥̀ §U “an elevated spot,
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or sapahat, or a white spot.”  This is read as
“an elevated spot (which makes the
surrounding skin look elevated over the
whitish spot) and a really white spot and
their appendages”, deriving sapahat from

the root gtq, “to append, adjoin.”  This
extends the definition of impure skin disease
from two relatively well defined cases to
two additional weaker symptoms.

)32c line 56 (o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §WE aEii ¦g§l  r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W  .'lek r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W zFrEa §W

.r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W zFrEa §W   .`c̈d̈  o §n  Dp̈i ¦r §n §Wip  .xFh §t¦l  r ©A §x ©̀ §e aEii ¦g§l  r ©A §x ©̀  F` xFh §t¦l  r ©A §x ©̀

zF`i ¦v§i  Dz̈ëe §k ¦c §e  .aEii ¦g§l  ̀ Ÿl   .r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W zFrEa §W  .o ¥k  dẍ §n«̀̈  ̀ z̈i¦p §z ©n   .i ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭

op̈i ¦z£̀  xFh §tE aEI ¦g `k̈d̈  .aEI ¦g§l oFd§NEM  oÖ ©z  .`Ä  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .aEii ¦g§l  r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W zÄ ©X ©d

.x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦̀   .r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W l©ki ¥d zFz§l ©C  .i¥P ©zd̈ §e  .xFh §t¦l  'c §e aEI ¦g§l 'c  .dẍ §n«̀̈  ̀ c̈d̈   .i¥p §zi ¦n

.aEii ¦g c¤b¤p §k  ̀ Ed ¤W xFh §t  ῭N ¤̀  i¥p §zi ¦n  op̈i ¦z£̀ Ÿ̀l  .xFh §R  xÜr̈  mi¥p §W  i¥p §zi¦p   .xFh §t¦l  Ÿ̀l §e aEI ¦g§l

cg̈ ¤̀  xi ¦Wr̈ §e i¦pr̈ .i ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .xŸEn  .`k̈d̈ op̈i¦P ©z §C  xFh §R  oi ¥d ῭  Edn̈   .`c̈ ῭  xÄ  dïi ¦g  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭

oi ¥̀  zÄ ©X ©d  zF`i ¦v§i   .cg̈ ¤̀  mi ¦nk̈£g  mEpn̈E m¦i©p §W  d ῭ v̈Fd §e  dq̈p̈ §k ©d   .m¦i©p §W  mi ¦nk̈£g mEpn̈E  o ¤d ¥n

m ¥W §a  ̀ q̈ï  i ¦A ¦x  x ©nC̈  ̀ c̈d̈ ¥n  cFr §e   .l̈l §k ¦a qi¦p §k ©O ©d  oi ¥̀  zEW §x¦l zEW §x ¥n  ̀ i ¦vFO ©d   .l̈l §k ¦a  dq̈p̈ §k ©d

i ¦A ¦x  .dk̈ ῭l §n  dïEx §w  d ῭ v̈Fd ¤W oi¦i©p §nE   .aïi ©g  z ¤x¤bFx §b  i ¦v£g  ̀ i ¦vFd §e  z ¤x¤bFx §b  i ¦v£g qi¦p §k ¦d   .op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x

o ¤di ¥YÄ ¦n `i ¦vFd§N ¦n mr̈d̈ Er§p §n¦p  .'ebe »d¤p£g«©O ©A  lF ¬w Exi ¦̧a£r«©I ©e  d À¤WŸn é ©v§i ©e   .op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  l ¥̀ En §W

.`c̈d̈  o ¦n Dl̈ r ©nẄ  ̀ g̈ ῭  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  dÏ ¦w §f ¦g  i ¦A ¦x  .dM̈ §Wi¦N©l qi¦p §k ©d§l  oc̈Ï ¦n `i ¦vFd§N ¦nE  oi ¦xÄ §fi ¦B©l  z ¥zl̈

.E ®U£r«©z `́Ÿl d†̈k ῭l §nÎlk̈ §e  z ½̈A ©X ©d  mF́i §A  Æm¤ki ¥Y«̈A ¦n ³̀̈V ©n E`i ¦̧vFzÎ`«Ÿl §e

Halakhah 1:  “There are two kinds of oaths which are four kinds,” etc.
5Two which are four for liability and two which are four for no liability, or
four for liability and four for no liability6?  Let us hear from the following:
“There are two kinds of oaths which are four kinds,” etc.7  Rebbi Yose said,
the Mishnah says so, “there are two kinds of oaths which are four kinds,” not
because of liability8?  And similarly, “there are two kinds of export on the
Sabbath which are four kinds,” because there is liability8. 7Rebbi Abba said,
there all are about liability, but here we come to state both liability and no
liability.  This implies four of liability and four of no liability.  But did we not
state, the doors of the Temple hall were two which are four9?   Can you say,
liability and no liability10?  Should we state twelve cases of no liability11?  We
come to state cases of no liability which correspond to cases of no liability12.
Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada13 said, what is this “no liability” which we stated here?
Permitted14!  Rebbi Yose said, the poor man and the rich man are one but the
Sages counted them as two.  Exporting or importing are two but the Sages
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counted them as one15.  Exporting on the Sabbath does not include importing;
if one exports from a domain this does not include importing16.  If one who
exports from one domain to the other, does this not include the one who
imports17?  In addition, from what Rebbi Yasa said in the name if Rebbi
Johanan:  Somebody who imports half the size of a dried fig and exports half
the size of a dried fig is liable18.  And from where that exporting is called
work?  Rebbi Samuel in the name of Rebbi Johanan:  “Moses ordered, they
made a public proclamation in the camp,19” etc.  The people refrained from
taking objects out from their houses to give them to the collectors, who also
did not take out anything from them to import into the office.  Rebbi Hizqiah
in the name of Rebbi Aha understood it from the following:  “do not bring out
any load from your houses on the Sabbath day, and perform no work.20”

5 This paragraph is a slightly garbled
copy of the first paragraph in Tractate
Šabbat 1:1, of which there exists a Genizah
parallel (L. Ginzberg, Yerushalmi
Fragments from the Genizah, New York
1909, p. 62).  The text in Šabbat is original
since in both versions, “here” refers to
Šabbat while “there” refers to Ševuot, and in
addition, the statement of R. Ba logically
has to precede that of R. Yose as in the
Šabbat text.  Probably the scribe of the
Ševuot text available to the Leiden ms.’s
scribe had omitted the statement of R. Ba
and added it in the text when he noticed the
omission.  S. Liebermann, in his
Commentary to the Yerushalmi Šabbat
(Hayerushalmi Kipshuto, New York 1995,
Jerusalem 1935) holds that the source is
Ševuot.  This is difficult to accept; the text is
from Šabbat but the problem is the
discrepancy in meaning of the same
expression “two which are four” used in
very different meanings in our Mishnah.

The problem starts with the rather

complicated language of Mishnah Šabbat
1:1:  “There are two cases which are four for
exporting and two cases which are four for
importing.”  The Mishnah then goes on to
explain that if a rich person, the owner,
stands at the window of a house (which is a
private domain) and a poor person stands in
the street (the public domain), if then the
rich person delivers an object to the poor
outside, or the poor reaches inside and takes
the object, the person acting is liable to
prosecution but the other is not liable.  (In
fact, the passive participant never did do
anything; the expression “not liable to
prosecution” is inappropriate.)  But if the
rich person lifted the object, kept nit moving
all the time, and handed it to the poor who
put it down, nobody is liable since nobody
completed a forbidden act.  The same
naturally applies if the poor takes up a
package and keeps it moving until the the
owner of the house takes it and puts it down.
In this case, the qualification as “not liable”
is appropriate since both participants
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violated a Sabbath prohibition.
The question now arises whether the

formulation “two which are four” always
implies that the status of the two additional
cases is different from the two original ones
since in our Mishnah the same expression is
used for oaths and Sabbath violations.
6 S. Liebermann (Note 5) proposes to
delete “four which are not liable” as induced
by the preceding statement about “two and
two” even though the text is common to all
three versions at our disposal and it is
difficult to assume that the redundant text
was taught in the Galilean Academy.  For
the rules of the Sabbath, the case is simple
and there is no redundancy.  In the
formulation of Mishnah Šabbat 1:1 there are
four cases of liability, rich or poor taking
out or rich or poor bringing in.  There are
also four cases where there is no liability,
depending on who takes up the object first
and who takes over, and what the direction
of the move is.  The question now is raised
whether a similar case can be made for the
first clause in Mishnah Ševuot 1:1.
7 The statement of R. Abba later in this
paragraph should be inserted here as noted
in Note 5.  While “here” in Šabbat the
Mishnah itself explains that there are two
cases of liability and two of no liability, the
situation in Ševuot is different; all four cases
trigger the obligation of a sacrifice for
inadvertent infraction and punishment for
intentional infraction in the presence of
witnesses.
8 Rebbi Yose disagrees with R. Abba.
Since everybody agrees that there are four
cases which trigger a liability for oaths, the
fact that the statement about Sabbath is
formulated in the same Mishnah and in

parallel form implies the same meaning in
both clauses.  Since Note 7 shows that
Mishnah Šabbat 1:1 enumerates four cases
of liability, there is no obstacle to reading
the Sabbath clause in parallel to the oath
clause.  It is shown later in the paragraph
that there are explicit verses only to forbid
export; the parallel prohibitions of import
are rabbinic interpretations.
9 This baraita refers to Mishnah Middot
4:1 which explains that the entrance gate to
the Temple hall was built in the manner of a
city gate, a thick wall closed by an outer
double door opening to the outside and an
inner two-winged door opening to the
inside.  The expression “two doors which
are four” is simply the description of the
structure of the building.
10 This is inappropriate here.
11 Mishnah Šabbat 1:1 counts four
actions for which one is liable (complete
actions, export and import for the rich
person, export and import for the poor.)
Then it counts four cases for which one is
not liable, but since for any incomplete
action one is not liable one could consider
the possibility that the poor man reaches
into the house, lifts the object which the rich
then takes up and deposits on the outside.  A
similar convoluted action is possible for
import; two actions for two actors each
result in four non-liabilities.
12 Only those cases are counted where a
direct action, resulting in liability if
executed by one person, imply no liability if
done by two.  The convoluted cases of Note
11 are not noted since they do not
correspond to a case that could involve only
one actor.
13 In Šabbat:  bar  Abba.   In  the  Babli,
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Šabbat 2b/3a, the argument is by
Babylonian Amoraim.
14 The expression “no liability” is used in
Mishnah Šabbat 1:1 in two completely
different senses.  As noted earlier (Note 5) if
the complete action is performed by one
person, the other one is passive and does not
infringe on any law; at all times everything
he does is permitted.  But if the action is
completed by two persons, both sinned.
While they are not liable for a sacrifice or
punishment, they require repentance and
Heaven’s forgiveness.
15 Since both the rich man and the poor
are described as executing the same actions,
there is no intrinsic reason why they should
be considered separately.  It only is to
emphasize the importance of the rules of
transporting on the Sabbath.  But, as will be
shown in the sequel, not to bring out is a
direct biblical command while not bringing
into a private domain from the public one is
an inference; the rules of importing must be
transferred from those of exporting.

In Šabbat, the Genizah text and the
first hand of the Leiden ms. read “Exporting
or importing are one but the Sages counted
them as two” but  as S. Liebermann (Note 5)
has noted, the reading here is supported by
early Medieval quotes.
16 Since there are no verses spelling out
the prohibition of carrying from the public
domain to a private one.

17 Importing into one domain is
exporting from another.  There seems to be
no reason to make a distinction between
domains (even though there is a big
difference since in a private domain one
may carry without restriction but in the
pub1ic domain only for a distance of less
than 4 cubits.)
18 While any transport from one domain
to another on the Sabbath is sinful, it creates
a liability only if the object is of a minimal
size (Šabbat Chapters 7-8).  For solid food,
the minimum is fixed at the volume of a
dried fig.  The two actions mentioned will
combine if there was continuous awareness
of the Sabbath prohibitions.
19 Ex.  36:6.  The verse speaks of
donations for the construction of the
Tabernacle.  The Babli (Šabbat 96b) finds a
tenuous connection with the Sabbath by a
gezerah šawah, concurrent use of words.
20 Jer. 17:22.  While prophetic books are
not sources of law, they are authentic
evidence for the understanding of the Torah
by the teachers of past generations.  It is
proved that in the understanding of Jeremiah
(whose student Barukh ben Neriah is
credited with bringing the study of Torah to
Babylonia) moving objects from a private to
the public domain is a violation of biblical
law.  This supports the interpretation of Ex.
36:6.

)32c line 73oïi §n «̈c  ̀ l̈ §e oi¦l̈l §M  oi ¥Y §x ©Y op̈i¦P ©Y   .op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  oi ¦A ©̀  i ¦A ¦x   .mz̈ §q Dl̈ x ©n ῭  ̀ p̈n̈  i ¦A ¦x (

r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i©p §W  mi ¦rb̈ §p  zF` §x ©n  .zFpÄ §xẅ  r ©A §x ©̀  `i ¦a ¥n  r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W zFrEa §W   .oi ¥c§l  oi ¥C

r ©A §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W zFrEa §W   .oẍFg  x ¤z ¤R Dl̈ x ©zR̈  oi ¦A ©̀  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a xf̈ §r«̈l  i ¦A ¦x  .zFpÄ §xẅ  i ¥Y §W  ̀ i ¦a ¥n

.i ¥qFi i ¦A ¦x  i ¥nFw ̀ r̈ §a ii©B ©g  i ¦A ¦x  .l`¥rn̈ §W¦i  i ¦A ¦x  r ©A §x ©̀  m ¥d ¤W m¦i©p §W  mi ¦rb̈ §p  zF` §x ©n   .x ¥nF` däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x

WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh  l ©r  m¥l¡r ¤d §e dr̈i ¦c§i  ̀ i ¦d   .`ï §z ©̀  däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x §k  Eli ¦t£̀ ©e  .l`¥rn̈ §W¦i  i ¦A ¦x §k i¦l  dÖl̈ §e
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e ῭l WC̈ §w ¦n  m¥l¡r ¤d §e  d ῭ §nEh  m¥l¡r ¤d Di¥l zi ¦̀  o`n̈  .Di¥l x ©n ῭   .W ¥C §w ¤d  z ©̀ §nEh  l ©r  m¥l¡r ¤d §e dr̈i ¦c§i

aïi ©g  Fpi ¥̀ §e  WC̈ §w ¦n  m¥l¡r ¤d §e  d ῭ §nEh  m¥l¡r ¤d o`M̈  W¥I ¤W mi ¦nr̈ §R  .däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x §k  ii ¥r §A  oP̈ ©e   .l`¥rn̈ §W¦i  i ¦A ¦x

m©l¡r¤p  .r ©cï §e  `v̈ï §e  WC̈ §w ¦O©l q©p §k¦p §e  d ῭ §nEh EP ¤O ¦n  dn̈§l ¤r¤p  r ©cï §e  ̀ n̈ §hi¦p  .`c̈i ¦a£r  Ki ¥d  .z ©g ©̀  ̀ N̈ ¤̀

aïi ©g  Fpi ¥̀ §e  WC̈ §w ¦n  m¥l¡r ¤d §e  d ῭ §nEh  m¥l¡r ¤d o`k̈  i ¥x£d   .r ©cï §e  `v̈ï §e  WC̈ §w ¦O©l q©p §k¦p §e  WC̈ §w ¦n  EPi ¤Oi ¦d

`n̈ §hi¦p  .Ki ¥d  .z ©g ©̀  ̀ N̈ ¤̀  aïi ©g  Fpi ¥̀ §e zFni¥l¡r ¤d  dÖ ©k §e zFri ¦c§i  dÖ ©M o`M̈  W¥I ¤W  mi ¦nr̈ §tE   .z ©g ©̀  ̀ N̈ ¤̀

WC̈ §w ¦O©l q©p §k¦p §e  WC̈ §w ¦n  EPi ¤Oi ¦d  dn̈§l ¤r¤p  d ῭ §nEh  m¥l¡r ¤d §a `Ed ¤W c ©r   .d ῭ §nEh EPi ¤ni ¥d  dn̈§l ¤r¤p  r ©cï §e

c ©r .d ῭ §nEh EPI ¤ni ¦d  dn̈§l ¤r¤p  r ©cï §e  ̀ n̈ §hi¦p   .oÄ §xẅ  d̈i¤lr̈  oi §aïi ©g  oi ¥̀  Ff d ῭ §nEh   .x ©n ῭ §e  r ©cï §e  `v̈ï §e

.r ©cï sFQ ©aE mi ¦nr̈ §t  dÖ ©k  Eli ¦t£̀  ̀ v̈ï §e  WC̈ §w ¦O©l q©p §k¦p §e  WC̈ §w ¦n  EPi ¤Oi ¦d m©l¡r¤p  d ῭ §nEh  m¥l¡r ¤d §a `Ed ¤W

.z ©g ©̀  ̀ N̈ ¤̀  aïi ©g  Fpi ¥̀ §e zFni¥l¡r ¤d §e zFri ¦c§i  dÖ ©M o`k̈  i ¥x£d

Rebbi Mana said it without attribution21; Rebbi Abin in the name of Rebbi
Johanan:  We did state two principles which do not compare.  “There are two
kinds of oaths which are four kinds”; one has to bring four sacrifices22.
“There are two kinds of appearances of skin disease which are four kinds”;
one has to bring two sacrifices23. Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Abin24

explained it otherwise:  “There are two kinds of oaths which are four kinds”
was said by Rebbi Aqiba; “there are two kinds of appearances of skin disease
which are four kinds” by Rebbi Ismael25.  Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi
Yose: why do I need to follow Rebbi Ismael?  Does it not come even
following Rebbi Aqiba?  Knowing and forgetting about impurity of the
Sanctuary is the same as knowing and forgetting about impurity of sancta26.
He told him, does not Rebbi Ismael have forgetting impurity and forgetting
the Sanctuary, and we want to follow Rebbi Aqiba27?

Sometimes there is forgetting impurity and forgetting the Sanctuary but he
is liable for only one sacrifice28.  How is this?  If one became impure, realized
it, then forgot about impurity, entered the Sanctuary, and left; then he became
aware.  Here is forgetting impurity and forgetting the Sanctuary but he is
liable for only one sacrifice29. Sometimes there are many forgettings of
impurity and many forgettings of the Sanctuary but he is liable for only one
[sacrifice].  How [is this]30?  If one became impure and realized it, then forgot
and while being oblivious of impurity entered the Sanctuary and left; then he
became aware31.  He said, there is no sacrifice due for this impurity.  Again he
became impure and realized it, then forgot and while being oblivious of
impurity entered the Sanctuary and left even several times; in the end he
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became aware.  Here are many forgettings of impurity and forgettings of the
Sanctuary but he is liable for only one [sacrifice]32.

21 He did not ascribe the following
remark  to  R.  Johanan or any other earlier
Amora.
22 Mishnah 3:1, explicit in Sifra Hovah
(Wayyiqra 2) Parašah 9(8).   For  the  four
cases enumerated in Note 1, R. Aqiba
requires four separate sacrifices.  R. Ismael
infers from the forward-looking formulation
of the verse that only future-directed oaths
can trigger liability for a sacrifice.
According to him, for separate oaths in the
same period of oblivion at most two
sacrifices may be due.
23 The reference to skin disease also is in
a difficult Genizah text (G, L. Ginzberg,
Yerushalmi Fragments from the Genizah,
New York 1909, p. 264 ff.) but it cannot be
correct.  The purification ceremony of the
healed sufferer from skin disease is
independent of the particular diagnosis by
which he had been declared impure and the
number of sacrifices due solely depends on
his financial ability.  The sequel shows that
one has to read “there are two kinds of
awareness of impurity which are four
kinds,” the second clause in the Mishnah.

The difference between RR. Aqiba and
Ismael is explained in Sifra Hovah
(Wayyiqra 2) Pereq 12(7), Babli 14b.  Both
verses Lev. 5:2,3 describe situations in
which a person might become impure; they
both end with the remark “it was hidden
from him but then he knew and was found
guilty,”  i. e., he forgot about the impurity,
entered the Sanctuary, and then became
aware of his transgression.  R. Aqiba holds

that since impurity is mentioned twice but
the Sanctuary only by inference, no sacrifice
is due for causing impurity of the Sanctuary,
only for entering it in impurity.  R. Ismael
holds that the repetition of the clause
implies the obligation of a sacrifice both for
impurity of the person and of the Sanctuary.
R. Aqiba will hold that separate sacrifices
might be due for impurity originating
outside the person (v. 2) and that created in
humans  (v.  3).   R.  Ismael  will  hold  that
separate sacrifices are due for a human
entering the Sanctuary in impurity and for
the impurity thereby caused  to the
Sanctuary.    The  problem  is  that  the
Mishnah is anonymous, representing  R.
Meïr’s Mishnah, which is R. Aqiba’s
tradition.
24  R. Abin mentioned at the start of the
paragraph is R. Abin the son, head of the
Academy of Tiberias at the time of R. Mana
in Sepphoris.  The reading “R. Eleazar in the
name of R. Abin” (In G: “in the name of R.
Abun”, at a second occurrence “R. Eliezer
ben  R.  Abun”)  is  impossible  since  R.  Abin
(Abun) the father lived a generation and a
half after R. Eleazar. As already recognized
by R. David Fraenckel (Qorban Ha`edah ad
loc.) one must read “R. Eleazar bar Abinna”,
a third generation Galilean Amora.
25  The Tanna of the Mishnah is not
inconsistent in his use of parallel
expressions but the two parallel sentences
represent two different tannaïtic positions.
26 Since Mishnah 2:1 explains that even
R. Aqiba can hold that “there are two kinds
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of awareness of impurity which are four
kinds” only if he distinguishes between
awareness of impurity and awareness of the
Sanctuary, there seems to be a possibility
following him to require a sacrifice for
infringing on the purity of the Sanctuary
when there was awareness of impurity but
oblivion of the Sanctuary.
27 Only R. Ismael requires a sacrifice
both for forgetting impurity of sancta and
forgetting the Sanctuary (Mishnah 2:6).  R.
Haggai’s inference is incorrect; R. Aqiba
will not require a sacrifice in his case.
28 Even following R. Ismael.
29 There is no guilt attached to being
impure.  Guilt by impurity is incurred only if
either the impure person enters the

Sanctuary or eats from sancta.  In the case
in question there was only one forgetting;
there is only one sacrifice required.

The sentence is missing in G.
30 Text of G dciar Kid.
31 There is only one oblivion and only
one sacrifice.

The sentence is missing in G.
32 At the first occasion, he was aware of
the Sanctuary but he thought that for his
kind of secondary impurity the Sanctuary
was not forbidden.  Then he entered several
times while forgetting about the Sanctuary.
Finally he realized his error concerning both
impurity and Sanctuary.  R. Ismael will
agree that only one sacrifice is possible.

)32d line 9i ¦A ¦x  o ¤A  ©r ªWFd§i  l ©̀ Ẅ   .i ¥qEi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   :dr̈Ä §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W  mi ¦rb̈ §p  zF` §x ©n   .`ẅ §qi ¦R  (

.Fl  x ©n ῭   :dr̈Ä §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i ©Y §W  mi ¦rb̈ §p  zF` §x ©n  .Ex §n«̀̈  dn̈  i¥p §R ¦n  .Fl x ©n ῭   .däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x  z ¤̀  däi ¦w£r

oi ¥̀  m ¦̀ ¤W  x ©nFl  .Fl x ©n ῭   .` ¥nḧ  dl̈£r ©n§lE dv̈i ¥A mEx §T ¦n   .Ex §n Ÿ̀i .Fl x ©n ῭   .Ex §n Ÿ̀i  d ©n e ῭l m ¦̀ §e

.mi ¦rb̈ §P ©d  d ¤̀ Fx  oi ¥̀  oz̈Fn §W ¦aE o ¤dä  i ¦wÄ

.dr̈Ä §x ©̀  oz̈F` Epn̈E m¦i©p §W mi ¦nk̈£g  oz̈F` Epn̈  .`p̈n̈  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .d¤f  m ¦r d¤f  oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦O ¤W oi¦i©p §nE

m ¦̀   .oi ¦A ©̀  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a xf̈ §r«̈l  i ¦A ¦x  .d¤f  m ¦r d¤f  oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦n dr̈Ä §x ©̀  s ©̀  d¤f  m ¦r d¤f  oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦n m¦i©p §W  d ©n

o`M̈ aEzM̈ oi ¥̀  Eid̈ §e  .oEA i ¦A ¦xi ¥A  d ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .Fpi ¦n §A  oi ¦n o¥M ¤WÎlk̈  ̀ Ÿl  s ¥xḧ §v ¦n  Fpi ¦n  Fpi ¥̀ ¤W §A

῭N ¤̀  o`M̈ aEzM̈ oi ¥̀  z ©r ©xv̈  i ¥r §bi¦p§l   .dÏ ¦w §f ¦g  i¥P ©Y  .d¤f  m ¦r d¤f  oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦n  op̈i ¥̀ ¤W  c ¥O©l §n   .d¬̈id̈ §e  ̀ N̈ ¤̀

` ¥nḧ  dl̈£r ©n§lE dv̈i ¥A mEx §T ¦n   .Ex §n Ÿ̀i §e .Fl x ©n ῭   .d¤f  m ¦r d¤f  oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦n  oi ¥̀ ¤W  c ¥O©l §n  .z ©r®̈xv̈ r©b́¤p§l

dl̈£r ©n§l d¤f  op̈i ¥̀ ¤W  c ¥O©l §n  .Fl x ©n ῭  :dr̈Ä §x ©̀  o ¥d ¤W m¦i©p §W  mi ¦rb̈ §p  zF` §x ©n   .Ex §n Ÿ̀i  l ©̀ §e   .oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦nE

` ¥dM̈ ©d  o ¦n  ̀ ¥dM̈ ©d §e   .` ¥nḧ  ̀ ¥dM̈ ©d   .x ¥nF` z`¥v §n¦p  o¥M  §Y ©̀  x ¥nF`  m ¦̀  .d¤G ¦n  dl̈£r ©n§l d¤f  ̀ ¥di ¦e  .d¤G ¦n

ii ©M  ̀ ïi §z©e  .xFdḧ  ̀ ¤dM̈ ©d  o ¦n  d ¤dM̈ ©d lä£̀  ̀ ¥nḧ  d ¤dM̈ ©d  .r©b½¤P ©d d´̈d¥M  Æd¥P ¦d §e  dẍ §n«̀̈  dẍFY ©d §e   .` ¥nḧ

d¤f̈N ¤W  FM §x ©Ri ¦̀ §e  d¤f̈N ¤W FM§l ©O ¦n lFcB̈  d¤f̈N ¤W FM§l ©n   .oi ¦a §x ©Ri ¦̀  'aE mi ¦kl̈ §n 'a¦l  .dp̈i¦p£g  i ¦A ¦x  x ©nC̈

i¥p §WE mi ¦kl̈ §n  i¥p §W¦l   .x ©n ῭  l ¥̀ En §W   .d¤f̈N ¤W FM§l ©O ¦n lFcB̈  d¤f̈N ¤W  FM §x ©Ri ¦̀  oi ¥̀ §e   .d¤f̈N ¤W  FM §x ©Ri ¦̀ ¥n

lFcB̈  d¤f̈N ¤W  Fxi ¦x §b ©W  oi ¥̀ §e .d¤f̈N ¤X ¦n  d¤f̈N ¤W Fxi ¦x §b ©W §e d¤f̈N ¤W FM§l ©O ¦n lFcB̈  d¤f̈N ¤W FM§l ©n   .o ¤di ¥xi ¦x §b ©W

.`z̈ElB̈ Wi ¥x §e  ̀ ḧ ¤A ©w §x ©̀ §e Di¥li ¥g  a ©x §e  K¤l ¤n  .`ëe£g ©̀  x ©A  ̀ g̈ ῭  a ©x  m ¥W §a dp̈i¦p£g  i ¦A ¦x  .d¤f̈N ¤W FM§l ©O ¦n

z ¥̀ §V ©d  m ¦̀   .d¤G ¦n  dl̈£r ©n§l d¤f  op̈i ¥̀ ¤W  dẍ §n«̀̈  ̀ z̈i¦p §z ©n   .i ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  i ¥nFw  i ¥qEi  i ¦A ¦xi ¥A xf̈ §r«̈l  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭

Ÿ̀l  ` ¥nḧ  DN̈ ¤W  ` ¥dM̈ ©d  o §n  ` ¥dM̈ ¤W  z ¤x ¤d ©A   .i¦pi ¥W  d ¤̀ §x ©n  Dl̈  W¥i  xFdḧ  DN̈ ¤W  ` ¥dM̈ ©d  o §n  ` ¥dM̈ ¤W
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.o ¥M ¤WÎlk̈  ̀ Ÿl  i ¦Wi¦l §W  .Dl̈ W¥i i¦pi ¥W   .x ©n  Ÿ ©̀  dn̈  i ¦n£g  .Di¥l x ©n ῭  .i¦pi ¥W  d ¤̀ §x ©n Dl̈ ` ¥d§I ¤W o¥M ¤WÎlk̈

.dv̈i ¥A mEx §w ¦M  z ¥̀ §V©N ¤W  Dp̈i ¦n   .z ¥̀ §U Ff ` ¥nḧ  DN̈ ¤W  ̀ ¥dM̈ ©d  o §n  ̀ ¤d¥M ¤W  z ¤x ¤d ©A   .x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦n£g  d ©nE

oFW§l  d ©n   .z ¥̀ §V©l i¦pi ¥W wFnr̈   d³¥̀ §x ©nE   .z ¤x ¤d ©A©l i¦pi ¥W  Æz ©g ©̧R ©q   .z ¤x ¤d ©a Ff z ¤x ½¤d ©a   .z ¥̀ §U Ff z³¥̀ §U

dÖ ©g  d ¤̀ §x ©O ¦n   .dẅEn£r  .wFnr̈ oFW§l  d ©n  .dÖ ©g ©d  d ¤̀ §x ©O ¦n  ©DFaB̈  l¥S ©d  d ¤̀ §x ©n §M  .z ©dÄ §bEn  .z ¥̀ §U

zFPEd §M ©d z¬©g ©̀ Îl ¤̀  ²̀̈p i¦pi ¥gẗ §q  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W   .dl̈i ¥t §h  .Æz ©g ©̧R ©q oFW§l  d ©n  .l¥S ©d  d ¤̀ §x ©O ¦n  dẅEn£r  ̀ i ¦d ¤W

z ¤x ¤d ©aE z ¥̀ §W   .mi ¦nk̈£g  i ¥x §a ¦C lä£̀   .däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x §e  l`¥rn̈ §W¦i  i ¦A ¦x  i ¥x §a ¦c  Ff   .xf̈ §r«̈l  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .'ebe

.dG̈ ©r  z ©g ©R §q ¦n  oi`  z ¥̀ §U  z ©g ©R §q ¦n  zi ¥U£r©p  .o ¥k  dẍ §n«̀̈  ̀ z̈i¦p §z ©n   .d¤f̈l §e d¤f̈l dïi¦p §W z ©g ©R ©q   .z ©g ©̀

New paragraph.  “There are two kinds of appearances of skin disease
which are four kinds.” 33“Rebbi Yose said, Joshua the son of Rebbi Aqiba
asked Rebbi Aqiba.  He said to him, why did they say, ‘There are two kinds of
looks of skin disease which are four kinds’34?  He answered him, if not so,
what should they have said?  He said to him, they could have said ‘starting
with eggshell and stronger it is impure.35’  He said to him, to tell you that
anybody not expert for them and their names may not see skin lesions.36”

From where that they can be joined one to the other37?  Rebbi Mana said,
the Sages counted them as two and counted them as four.  Just as two can be
joined one to the other38 so also four can be joined one to the other.  Rebbi
Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Abin24:  If it can be joined to what is not of its
kind, so much more of its own kind39.  Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Bun said, it is
not written “they will be” but “it will be”.  This teaches that they cannot be
joined one to the other40. Hizqiah stated:  It is not written “skin diseases” but
“skin disease”.  This teaches that they cannot41 be joined one to the other.”

42“He said to him, they could have said ‘starting with eggshell and
stronger it is impure’ but should not have said, ‘there are two kinds of
appearances of skin disease which are four kinds.’  He answered him, it
teaches that they are not one superior to the other.43”  Could they not be one
superior to the other?  If you say so, you would have said the darkened one is
impure, the very darkened is impure.  But the Torah said, behold, the diseased
spot darkened44.  The darkened one is impure but the very much darkened is
pure. 45It follows what Rebbi Hanina said, it is comparable to two kings and
their two lieutenants46.  One king is greater then the other king, one lieutenant
is greater than the other lieutenant.  But the first one’s lieutenant is not greater
than the other king.  Samuel said, it is comparable to two kings and two of
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their ambassadors47.  One king is greater then the other king, one ambassador
is greater than the other ambassador.  But the first one’s ambassador is not
greater than the other king.  Rebbi Hanina in the name of Rav (Aha) [Ada]48

bar  Ahawa:  A king, and his army commander, and the Arghabeta49 and the
Head of the Captivity.  Rebbi Eleasar ben Rebbi Yose said before Rebbi
Yose:  The Mishnah implies that one is no greater than the other.  If s´et
whose very darkened spot is pure has a second color, the shiny spot, whose
very darkened spot is impure, certainly will have a second color.  He
answered him, look at what you are saying.  It has a second degree; should it
not also have a third50?  What causes you to say that the very white spot,
whose very darkened spot is impure, is the s´et?  The kind of s´et is like
eggshell.

51“z³¥̀ §U, this is s´et. z ¤x ½¤d ©a, this is the shiny spot. Æz ©g ©̧R ©q is secondary to the
shiny spot.  [The diseased spot’s] look is deepened52, secondary to s´et. What
is the etymology of s´et?  Elevated.  As the shadow looks elevated compared
to the sunny spot.  What is the etymology of deepened?  It is deep, as the
sunny spot looks depressed compared to the shadow.  What is the etymology
of Æz ©g ©̧R ©q?  Adjunct.  As it is said, adjoin me please to one of the priesthoods53,
etc.”  Rebbi Eleazar said, these are the words of Rebbi Ismael and Rebbi
Aqiba.  But the words of the Sages are that s´et and the shiny spot are one.
Sappahat is secondary to either one54.   The  Mishnah  says  so:   “Mispahat is
turned into s´et or strong mispahat.55”

33 Tosephta Nega`im 1:1, Babli Ševuot
6a.
34 In contrast to the three similar
statements in the Mishnah, this one does not
seem to have legal implications.
35 While white spots on one’s skin in
general are harmless (Lev. 13:38-39), if they
contain discolored hair they potentially are
sources of impurity.  This is characterized in
Lev. 13:2  as  “s´et, adjoint, or shiny spot”
which is read as “s´et, shiny spot, or one of
their adjoints”.  It is indicated that the

Cohen has to determine the nature of the
impurity but no details are given, possibly to
reserve diagnosis to priests.  The details
therefore are left to tradition.  In Mishnah
Nega`im 1:1, “shiny spot” is defined by R.
Meïr as color of fresh snow, s´et as color of
eggshell (or the color of the membrane
enclosing a hard boiled egg.)  These colors
are characterized as appearing as
depressions on normal skin (Lev. 13:3).
There are secondary forms for which the
spots do not appear as if depressed (Lev.
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13:4), these are described as the color of
whitewash used in the Temple and that of
white wool.   The Sages disagreeing with R.
Meïr declare eggshell as a secondary color.
Since in the Tosephta eggshell is treated as
secondary color, R. Meïr cannot represent
the teachings of R.  Aqiba in this case.

In G there is an added sentence which
cannot be reconstructed.
36 Since the colors are not described in
the Torah, the uninitiated lacks the means of
determining purity and impurity.
37 A discoloration cannot imply impurity
unless it contain an inscribed square of the
size of half a Cilician bean; this is defined as
(36 hairwidths)2.  The spot does not have to
be of uniform color.
38 Since they are mentioned together in
one verse.
39 If the verse implies that spots
classified as s´et and “shiny spot” are to be
combined then certainly a shiny spot and
one of lesser intensity are one and the same.
40 This contradicts everything we know
from parallel sources, in particular the
otherwise exact parallel in Sifra Tazria`,
Parašat Nega`im, Pereq 1(4) which reads

 c ¥O©l §no ¥d ¤Wd¤f  m ¦r d¤f  oi ¦t §x «̈h §v ¦n  “this teaches that
they can be joined one to the other.”
Already D. Fraenckel in the 18th Century
recognized that under the influence of Greek
the h sound  was  lost  and  there  was  no
difference in sound between o ¥d ¤W and oi ¥̀ ¤W.
41 Again, read “they can”.  Since the
verse mentions three different diseases, the
singular implies that for matters of purity all
three are one.
42 A second version of the discussion
between R. Aqiba and his son, not recorded

elsewhere.
43 One cannot say that the color of fresh
snow, which is blinding in bright sunlight, is
the same as eggshell, but that for the rules of
impurity both are equal and the relation of
the color of snow to whitewash is equal to
the relation between eggwhite and white
(unbleached) wool.
44 Lev. 13:6.  Since even for a darkened
spot there are conditions which have to be
satisfied before the sufferer from skin
disease is declared pure, it follows that the
change of color alone is not sufficient.
45 Babli 6b.
46 œðáñ÷ïò, lieutenant, proconsul,
legatus,  the  second  in  command.   The
decreasing order of brightness is snow,
eggshell, whitewash, white wool.
47 He thinks that the secondary colors are
much darker than the primary ones.
48 The reading in parenthesis is that of
the ms., the one in brackets that of G.  While
Rav Ada bar Ahawa (in the Babli Rav Ada
bar Ahavah) is well attested to in both
Talmudim, a Rav Aha  bar  Ahawa  is  not
otherwise known.
49 Probably the high Sassanid official
mentioned in Greek sources as PñãáðÝôçò,

a Persion word “commander of a fort.”. The
word is discussed at length by Geiger in
Additamenta ad librum Aruch Completum,
pp. 27b-28b.
50 The problem is what combines with
what for impurity.  It is clear from the
biblical text that the spots in the original
color combine, also that baheret and s´et
combine.  If one would establish a hierarchy
of brightness as the parables indicate and
s´et was less than baheret, a combination of
baheret with its secondary color would be a
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combination of degrees 1 and 3, which we
had excluded by a previous argument.
Therefore s´et and baheret must be
coordinate, not subordinate.
51 Sifra Tazria`, Parašat Nega`im, Pereq
1(4).  A parallel text from another source is
in the Babli, 6b.
52 Lev. 13:3.

53 1S. 2:36.
54 Since the word is placed between the
two expressions.
55 Mishnah Nega`im 7:2. z ©g ©R §q ¦n is
biblical equivalent of z ©g ©R ©q (Lev. 13:6,7)
used both for impure and pure spots, thereby
validating the distinction between deeper
and much deeper colors.

)fol. 32c (

Mishnah 2:  In any case56 where there is knowledge at the start and
knowledge at the end but forgetting in between there is an increasing or
decreasing [sacrifice]57.  If there was knowledge at the start but no knowledge
at the end, the ram whose blood in brought inside58 and the Day of
Atonement59 suspend until it becomes a certainty for him and he brings an
increasing or decreasing one60.

56 This refers to violations of the laws of
purity (Note 2).  A sacrifice to atone for
such a violation, either by entering the
Sanctuary in a state of impurity or eating
sacra in such a state, is possible only if the
violation occurred while the perpetrator was
oblivious of his state (Lev. 5:2-3).  This
implies that at some earlier time he was
aware of his state.  If he never remembers,
clearly he has no occasion to bring a

sacrifice.
57 Depending of the perpetrator’s wealth
as explained in Lev. 5:1-13.
58 Lev. 16:15-16.
59 If  there  is  no  Temple,  the  Day  of
Atonement protects the perpetrator from
judgment by the Heavenly Court.
60 The Day of Atonement suspends but
does not eliminate the obligation; there is no
statute of limitations.

32d line 50m¥l¡r ¤d §e sFQ ©aE dN̈i ¦g §Y ©A dr̈i ¦ci¦l oi¦i©p §nE  .'lek dN̈i ¦g §Y ©a dr̈i ¦c§i  DÄ  W¤I ¤W lŸM :'

sFQ ©aE dN̈i ¦g §Y ©a dr̈i ¦c§i Fl z`Ä ¤W  l̈l §M ¦n   .mi ¦nr̈ §t  i¥p §W  ḿ©l §r¤p §e  ḿ©l §r¤p §e  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y  .mi¦i ©z§p ¦A

.x ©n ῭  i ¦A ¦x §C   .i ¦A ¦x §M  l`¥rn̈ §W¦i  i ¦A ¦x §C   .l`¥rn̈ §W¦i  i ¦A ¦x §M   .däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x §M oFc §M  c ©r  .mi¦i ©z§pi ¥A  m¥l¡r ¤d §e

i ¦A ¦x §M  i ¦A ¦x §e   .i ¦A ¦x §M  l`¥rn̈ §W§i  i ¦A ¦x  `d̈  .zFri ¦c§i  i ¥Y §W  i ¥x£d r†©cï `E¬d §e   . ©r ¥cFI ¤W  l̈l §M ¦n  EP ½¤O ¦n  ḿ©l §r¤p §e
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m¥l¡r ¤d §e dr̈i ¦c§i   .WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh §A  m¥l¡r ¤d §e dr̈i ¦c§i  ̀ i ¦d   .`ï §z ©̀  däi ¦w£r  i ¦A ¦x §k  Eli ¦t£̀ ©e   .l`¥rn̈ §W§i

`E¬d §e  x ©n¡̀¤p  xä §k Ÿ̀l£d©e  .m«¥W ῭ §e r†©cï `E¬d §e  .`k̈d̈  o ¦n  Dp̈i ¦r §n §Wi¦p  i ¥rä §C  z ¦̀ §e   .W ¤cFT ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A

.sFQ ©a dr̈i ¦ci¦l oïi §p ¦r  Edi¥p §Y  dN̈i ¦g §Y ©a dr̈i ¦ci¦l oïi §p ¦r  Fpi ¥̀  m ¦̀  ̀ N̈ ¤̀   .m «¥W ῭ §e †̀¥nḧ

Halakhah 2:  “In any case where there is knowledge at the start,” etc.
61From where that we require knowledge at the start and at the end but
forgetting in between?  The verse says, it was forgotten, it was forgotten62 two
times; this implies that he had knowledge at the start and at the end but
forgetting in between.  So far for Rebbi Aqiba; following Rebbi Ismael?  For
Rebbi Ismael [argues] like Rebbi.  As Rebbi said, it was forgotten by him, this
implies that he knows.  “But he knew,” there is knowledge two times.  Hence
Rebbi Ismael [argues] like Rebbi, and Rebbi like Rebbi Ismael.  This comes
even according to Rebbi Aqiba; it is the same for knowledge and forgetting
about the impurity of the Sanctuary as for knowledge and forgetting about the
impurity of sancta63.  But some want to understand it from the following: He
knew and felt guilty. Was it not already said, he became impure and felt
guilty62,64?  But if it does not refer to knowledge at the beginning, let it refer to
knowledge at the end.

61 Babli 4a.
62 Lev. 5:2,3.
63 In Babylonian sources [Babli 14b,
Sifra Hova (Wayyiqra 2) Pereq 12(7)] this is
consistently attributed to R. Ismael.  The
difference between the two is that R. Aqiba
considers every stylistic variation a change
in meaning whereas R. Ismael holds that
“the Torah is written in the manner of

common speech.”
64 The first quote is from the verse about
human impurity, the other about impurity
from extra-human sources.  While it was
argued before that one can only forget what
one knew, the knowledge explicitly required
in v. 3 must be explicit, it cannot have been
unconsciously absorbed.

)32d line 59dr̈i ¦ci¦l oïi §p ¦r Fpi ¥̀  m ¦̀  ̀ N̈ ¤̀   .oÄ §xẅ  ̀ i ¦a ¥n  Ki ¥d sFQ ©a Fl r ©cFp Ÿ̀l m ¦̀   .i ¥rÄ oFA i ¦A ¦x (

dŸ ©r ¥n  .`ī ¦a ¥d §e   F ½z`Ḧ ©g  Æeïl ¥̀  r³©cFdÎF «̀  ai ¦z §k  i ¥x£d  .oFai ¥zd̈   .dN̈i ¦g §Y ©a dr̈i ¦ci¦l oïi §p ¦r  Edi¥p §Y sFQ ©a

zFnẄ£̀ë zF`Ḧ ©g i ¥aïiEg §n ¦A Dl̈ x ©zR̈   .sFq z©ri ¦ci¦l oïi §p ¦r  Edi¥p §Y  dN̈i ¦g §Y dr̈i ¦ci¦l oïi §p ¦r Fpi ¥̀  m ¦̀

.oi ¦xEh §R oi¦iEl §Y zFnẄ£̀  i ¥aïi ©g §e  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi x ©g ©̀  oi ¦̀ i ¦a ¥O ¤W  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi o ¤di¥l£r  x ©ar̈ ¤W  oi ¦̀ C̈ ©ee

.mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi x ©g ©̀ §l  s ©̀ .`ī ¦a ¥d §e    F ½z`Ḧ ©g  Æeïl ¥̀  r³©cFdÎF «̀  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y

Rebbi Bun asked, if he did not know at the end, how could be bring a
sacrifice65?  But if it does not refer to knowledge at the end, let it refer to
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knowledge at the beginning66.  They objected:  Is it not written, or his
transgression came to his knowledge,  he has to bring67?  Then if it does not
refer to knowledge at the beginning, let it refer to knowledge at the end68!
Explain it as referring to those who are obligated for certain purification and
reparation offerings for which the Day of Atonement has passed who have to
bring after the day of Atonement, while those obligated for suspended
reparation sacrifices are no longer liable69.   The  verse  says, or his
transgression came to his knowledge,  he has to bring even after the Day of
Atonement70.

65 Since any obligatory offering cannot
be brought voluntarily, the fact that a
sacrifice is commanded implies that the
person can prove it is obligatory, i. e., he
knows that a sin has been committed.
Therefore the mention of ‘knowledge” in the
verse cannot refer to his knowledge at the
moment he offers the sacrifice.
66 And the mention of forgetting must be
interpreted as read by R. Aqiba here and R.
Ismael in the Babli sources.
67 Lev. 4:23, about the purification
offering of the prince.  Purification offerings
are for inadvertent sins; nowhere is prior
knowledge and intermediate forgetting

indicated.  R. Bun’s argument would force
the transfer of the rules for variable
sacrifices to purification ones against all
tradition.
68 A “suspended” reparation sacrifice is
brought if the person suspects but is not sure
that he has sinned (Lev. 5:17-18).  If he then
gains certainty that he has committed an
inadvertent sin, a purification sacrifice is
due if and only if he gains this knowledge
before the next Day of Atonement.  R. Bun’s
argument is justified.
70 Yoma 8:6 (45b l. 47), Babli Keritut
25b.

)32d line 65d ῭ §nEh  i ¥c§i  l ©r W©pr̈ §e  xi ¦d §f ¦d   .eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh  l ©r  ̀ N̈ ¤̀  x ¥A ©c §n  oi ¥̀ ¤W oi¦i©pn̈E (

s ©̀   .eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh §A  öN ©d§l xEn ῭ d̈  dẍd̈ §f ©̀ §e W¤pFr  dn̈   .d ῭ §nEh  i ¥c§i  l ©r oÄ §xẅ  a¥ii ¦g §e

x ©n ῭ ¤W KFz §A   .x ¥nF` aŸw£r©i  o ¤A x¤f ¤ri¦l ¤̀  i ¦A ¦x  .eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh  l ©r oÄ §xẅ  a¥ii ¦g ¤W §M

x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y  .oÄ §xẅ  ̀ i ¦aï  ̀ ¥nḧ F` o¥pF` x ¥U£r ©n l©k ῭ ¤W  l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i lFkï  .EP À¤O ¦n i¦pF` §a  i ¦Y§l ©̧k ῭ Î`«Ÿl

z ¤̀  ̀ i ¦vF` Ÿ̀l §e  dz̈i ¦n oŸe£rä  Fpi ¥̀ ¤W  x ¥U£r ©O ©d  z ¤̀  ̀ i ¦vF`  .xEhẗ  d¤N ¥̀ ¥n  W¥i §e  aïi ©g  d¤N ¥̀ ¥n W¥i  .d¤N«¥̀ ¥n

aïi ©g  d¤N ¥̀ ¥n W¥i .d¤N«¥̀ ¥n  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y .EdEl§N ©g§i í ¦M  F †a Ez¬¥nE  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W   .dz̈i ¦n  oŸe£r  ̀ i ¦d ¤W  dn̈Ex §Y ©d

dc̈Fa£r©e  .DŸc̈ ©nl̈  dẍf̈  dc̈Fa£r ¥n  ̀ Ÿl §e  .dn̈Ex §z ¦A o`M̈  s ©̀  dn̈Ex §z ¦A  öN ©d§l  d ©n F` .xEhẗ  d¤N ¥̀ ¥n  W¥i §e

z ¥xM̈ Dp̈Fc §f  l ©r  oi ¦aïi ©g ¤W  z ¤c ¤gEi §n  dẍf̈  dc̈Fa£r  dn̈   .x ©nFl  .dẍFY ©A ¤W zFxi ¥a£rÎlM̈  l ©r  dc̈ §O¦l  dẍf̈

.dz̈i ¦n  oŸe£r  ̀ N̈ ¤̀  Dp̈i ¥̀ ¤W dn̈Ex §Y z`v̈ï   .z`Ḧ ©g  Dz̈b̈ §b ¦W  l ©r §e
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71And from where that it speaks only about the impurity of the Sanctuary
and its sancta?  He warned and punished about impurity72 and required a
sacrifice about impurity.  Since punishment and warning spelled out later on
refer to  impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta73, also when He made liable
for a sacrifice it is about impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta. Rebbi
Eliezer ben Jacob says, since it says, I did not eat from it in my deep
mourning74, I could think that an Israel who ate tithe in deep mourning should
bring a sacrifice.  The verse says, from these75.  For some of these he is liable,
for some of these he is not liable.  I will exclude tithe which is not a deadly sin
but will not exclude heave which is a deadly sin as it is said, they would die
from it for they desecrated it76.  The verse says from these; for some of these
he is liable, for some of these he is not liable. Or since there77 [one speaks
about] heave, also here heave. But did you not learn it from foreign worship78?
Since foreign worship teaches about all transgressions in the Torah, to say that
as foreign worship is special that one is liable for extirpation if done
intentionally and for a sacrifice if done unintentionally79.  This excludes heave
which only is a deadly sin80.

71  Babli 6b; Sifra Hovah (Wayyiqra 2)
Pereq 11(9).
72 In Lev. 22:15-16, both warning and
punishment are written for priests who
would violate the purity of the Sanctuary
and its sancta.  For the laity the
corresponding verses are Lev. 7:19-20.  The
sacrifice for violations in purity is
mentioned in Lev. 5:2-3; one has to establish
that no sacrifice is possible for violations of
sancta which do not belong to the Sanctuary
such as heave.
73 Deut. 26:14.  The person who comes
to eat his Second Tithe at the place of the
Sanctuary has to make a declaration that he
followed all the rules; in particular that he
did not eat of it while in “deep mourning”,
occupied in burying a close relative.  Second

Tithe has to be eaten in purity but no
sanction for violation of its purity is spelled
out anywhere in the Pentateuch.
74 Deut.14.
75 Lev. 5:4.  Prefix n always is read as
partitive, “some but not all.”  Since it is not
spelled out which infractions of the laws of
impurity (or of testimony, or oaths) are
included, and which are excluded, the
detailed rules are left to rabbinic
interpretation.  Babli 33b.
76 Lev. 22:9.  First Tithe (of which heave
of the tithe was separated) is totally profane
in the hand of the Levite.  Second Tithe has
to be eaten in purity at the place of the
Sanctuary but there is no penalty for
violation of its purity.  But heave has to be
eaten by the Cohen in purity and violation of
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its purity is a deadly sin.
77 The verse mentioned in Note 76.
78 The sacrifice atoning for
inadvertent idolatry is declared paradigmatic
for all sins in Num. 15:22.

79 The sacrifice is spelled out in Num.
15:22-29; extirpation in vv. 30-31.  Babli
Šabbat 69a.
80 But no extirpation is mentioned for
violating purity of heaves.

)33a line 1Îlk̈§l  dẍf̈  dc̈Fa£r ¥n  c ¥O©li ¦e  .DŸc̈ ©nl̈  dẍf̈  dc̈Fa£r ¥nE  .`p̈n̈  i ¦A ¦x  i ¥nFw dp̈i¦p£g  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭  (

oi ¥̀ §e   .c ¥xFi §e d¤lFr §A  eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh §e  ©rEaẅ §A  dẍf̈  dc̈Fa£r  .Fl x ©n ῭   .z ©g ©̀  dr̈i ¦ci ¦A  xäC̈

W ¤cFT ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A   .x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦n£g  d ©nE   . ©rEaT̈ ¦n  c ¥xFi §e  d¤lFr  Ÿ̀l §e  c ¥xFi §e d¤lFr ¥n  ©rEaẅ  oi ¦ci ¥n§l

d ῭ i ¥n §h  dn̈ ¥d §a  d ©n   .d À̀̈ ¥n §h  dn̈ ¥d §a  öN ©d§l  x ©n¡̀¤p §e  d ½̀̈ ¥n §h d´̈n ¥d §A o`M̈  x ©n¡̀¤p   .x ¥A ©c §n aEzM̈ ©d

i¦l  oi ¥̀   .W ¤cŸT ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A o`k̈  dẍEn£̀d̈  d ½̀̈ ¥n §h d´̈n ¥d §A  s ©̀   .W ¤cFT ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A  öN ©d§l  dẍEn£̀d̈

.x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦n£g  d ©n  .ei®̈lr̈  Fz ῭ §nEh §e  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y  .oi¦i©p §n  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh   .W ¤cŸT ©d  z ©̀ §nEh  ῭N ¤̀

Ÿ̀l §e sEB ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A  .ei®̈lr̈  Fz ῭ §nEh §e  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y   .` ¥nḧ  l©k ῭ ¤W xFdḧ §a F` xFdḧ  l ©k ῭ ¤W  ̀ ¥nḧ §A

dïi ¦g  i ¦A ¦x  .xÜÄ  z ©̀ §nEh §a  ̀ Ÿl §e sEB ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A  .ei®̈lr̈  Fz ῭ §nEh §e l²©k ῭ §e   .x ¥nF`  i ¦A ¦x   .xÜÄ  z ©̀ §nEh §a

Fz ῭ §nEh §e  m¥ii ©w §n i¥p£̀  dn̈  ̀ d̈  .ci ¦gï  m ¥W§l  d ῭ §nEh  dẍ §n ¤̀ ¤p §e  mi ¦A ©x  m ¥W§l  mi ¦Wc̈ ¢w Ex §n ¤̀ ¤p   .x ¥nF`

d ῭ n̈EH ¤W  i ¦n §a  ῭N ¤̀  x ¥Ai ¦c  Ÿ̀l   .x ¥nF`  xi ¦̀ ¥n  i ¦A ¦x   .xÜÄ  z ©̀ §nEh §a Ÿ̀l  .sEB ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A  .ei®̈lr̈

 .EP ¤O ¦n  z ¤W ¤xFt d ῭ §nEh  oi ¥̀ ¤W xÜä  ̀ v̈ï  .EP ¤O ¦n  z ¤W ¤xFt

Rebbi Hanina81 said before Rebbi Mana:  Did you learn this from foreign
worship?  Then one should learn from foreign worship that for everything one
needs one knowledge82!  He told him, foreign worship requires a fixed value
[sacrifice] but the impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta an increasing or
decreasing one.  One cannot infer about a fixed value [sacrifice] from an
increasing and decreasing one, nor for an increasing or decreasing from a
fixed value one83.  How did you understand to say that the verse84 speaks
about impurity of Sanctuary sancta?  It is said here an impure animal85 and it
is said further on an impure animal86.  Since an impure animal mentioned
there is about impurity of Sanctuary sancta, so an impure animal mentioned
here is about impurity of Sanctuary sancta.  Not only Sanctuary sancta; from
where the impurity of the Sanctuary87? 88“The verse says: his impurity is on
him89.  How did you understand to explain it?  About an impure person who
ate pure [meat], or a pure person who ate impure [meat]90?  The verse says: his
impurity is on him.  Impurity of the body, not impurity of the meat.  Rebbi
says, he ate91, his impurity is on him. Impurity of the body, not impurity of the
meat.  Rebbi Hiyya says, sancta are mentioned in the plural92 but impurity is
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mentioned in the singular.  How can I uphold his impurity is on him? Impurity
of the body, not impurity of the meat.  Rebbi Meïr says, the verse only speaks
of one from whom impurity separates93.  This excludes meat from which
impurity does not separate.”

81 Read: Hinena.
82 Since neither prior awareness nor
forgetting are mentioned as prerequisite for
a sacrifice for unintentional idolatry (nor for
any other sacrifice not depending on the
sinner’s wealth) one would have to explain
away the mention of prior awareness for
infractions of the laws of purity.
83 Therefore the previous argument is
invalid; one has to find another argument to
exclude any sacrifice for violations of the
sanctity of heave.
84 Lev. 5:2-3.  Babli 7a.
85 Lev. 5:2.
86 Lev. 7:21.
87 Babli Zevahim 43b.  The question is
whether a violation of the purity of the
Sanctuary can be expiated by a sacrifice or
whether any such violation requires the full
ceremony of Lev. 16 describing the Day of
Atonement.

88 Sifra Sav Pereq 14(3-6), partially
quoted in Zevahim 43b.
89 Lev. 7:20.
90 This is prohibited in Lev. 7:19.
91 Lev. 7:21.
92 A well-being offering is always
mentioned in the plural, mi ¦nl̈ §W.   It is argued
that therefore a singular cannot refer to the
sacrifice.  The argument is unconvincing
since the sacrifice is not called mi ¦nl̈ §W in the
plural but mi ¦nl̈ §W  g ©a¤f in the singular.  It also
is unnecessary since  in 7:20 eïlr̈ “on him”
refers to the subject W ¤t¤P ©d §e “but the person”.
93 A person always can remove his
impurity, for simple impurity by immersion
in a miqweh, for severe impurities by one of
the prescribed rituals.  Impure sacral meat
must  be  burned  (Lev. 7:19; it also loses its
impurity by rotting but as long as it is meat
it remains impure.

)33a line 14mFi Fl zi ¦U£r©p  .oEA i ¦A ¦xi ¥A  i ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi Fl li ¦rFd  d ©n o¥M  m ¦̀  (

.x ¥Ri ¦M xä §M  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi x ©g ©̀  .D«̈a d¬̈pŸe£r mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi i¥p §t¦l  z ¥n  .iElŸ  mẄ ῭ §M  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d

dc̈Fa£r  z ©̀ §nEh  .zF` §n ªh  WŸlẄ d¤f oïi §p ¦r §a i¦l W¥i  .'ebe l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  í¥p §A  zŸ̀ §nEH ¦n  W ¤cFT ©dÎl ©r x́ ¤R ¦k §e

.ÆzŸa¥rF «Y ©d zFTEg ¥n  zF ¹U£r i ¦̧Y§l ¦a§l  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W   .zFiẍ£r  iENi ¦B  .i ½¦WC̈ §w ¦nÎz ¤̀  Æ̀ ¥O ©h  o ©r À©n§l  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W   .dẍf̈

.x ¥R©k §n d¤f  xi ¦rẄ  El̈N ©d  zF` §n ªH ©dÎlM̈  l ©r lFkï  .u ¤x À̀̈ d̈Îz ¤̀  E` §O ©h §z `Ÿ̄l §e  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W   .mi ¦nC̈ zEki ¦t §W

.eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh §A aEzM̈ ©d  w¥N ¦g ¤W  Epi ¦vn̈  d ©n   .zF` §nEhÎlk̈  ̀ Ÿl §e  zŸ̀ §nEH ¦n  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y

.x ¥nF` oFr §n ¦W  i ¦A ¦x   .dc̈Ed§i  i ¦A ¦x  i ¥x §a ¦C   .eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh §a  ῭N ¤̀  wFl£g©p Ÿ̀l o`M̈  s ©̀

.W ¤cFT ©A ¤W  d ῭ §nEh lM̈   .l ½¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  í¥p §A  zŸ̀ §nEH ¦n  W ¤cFT ©dÎl ©r x́ ¤R ¦k §e  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W  .r ©x §kEn `Ed FnFw §O ¦n

o¥k §e   .oi ¦c §x «̈O ©d  ENi ¥̀  .m†¤di¥r §W ¦R ¦nE  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y  .x ¥R©k§i d¤f  xi ¦rẄ  eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh  l ©r lFkï

.i ½¦A r´©WR̈  Æa ῭ Fn K¤l³¤n  x ¥nF` `Ed
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If it is so, what does the Day of Atonement help him95?  Rebbi Yose ben
Rebbi Bun said, the Day of Atonement acts for him as a suspended reparation
sacrifice.  In he died before the day of Atonement, the sin is in her96.  After the
day of Atonement it already was atoned for97.

98“He shall atone for the Sanctuary from the impurities of the Children of
Israel99, etc.  In this aspect I have three impurities.  The impurity of foreign
worship as it is said, to defile My Sanctuary100.  Sexual offenses as it is said,
not to act in the rules of abominations101.  Spilling of blood as it is said, do not
defile the Land102.  I could think that this ram atones for all these impurities,
the verse says, from the impurities, not all impurities103. We find that the verse
treated the impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta separately; also here we
treat only the impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta separately104, the words
of Rebbi Jehudah.  Rebbi Simeon says, from its place it is decided, as it is
said, he shall atone for the Sanctuary from the impurities of the Children of
Israel, any impurity in the Sanctuary.  I could think that this ram atones for
these impurities, the verse says, and their crimes99.  These are the rebellions105,
for so it says, the king of Moab rebelled against me106.

95 This refers to the second part of the
Mishnah.  If at some time the impurity was
known, the eventual obligation of a sacrifice
is not eliminated by the day of Atonement.
Then what is the effect of this day?
96 Num. 15:31.  The feminine pronoun
refers to W ¤t¤p “the breathing person”.
97 Even though an eventual obligation
remains for the living person, the guilt has
been atoned for.
98 Babli 7b, Sifra Ahare Pereq 4(1-3).
99 Lev. 16:16.
100 Lev. 20:3.

101 Lev. 18.30.
102 Num. 35:34, a misquote from memory.
103 Reading the prefix n as partitive, cf.
Note 75.
104 In his opinion, the Day of Atonement
is exclusively for repairing any damage to
the Sanctuary.
105 Intentional sins, intended as “breaking
the yoke of Heaven”.  There is no homily on
zF`Ḧ ©g “unintentional sins” also mentioned
in the verse.
106 2K. 3:7.
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)fol. 32c (  :

Mishnah 3:  If there is no knowledge at the start but there is knowledge at
the end107, the ram brought outside108 or the Day of Atonement109 atone as it is
said, in addition to the atoning purification offering110; what the one atones for
the other atones for.  Since the one inside atones only on matters which were
known111, also the outside one should atone only on matters which were
known.

107 If there was no knowledge at the start
and therefore no forgetting, there can be no
variable sacrifice.  But since the purity of
the Sanctuary or of its sancta was impaired,
a sacrifice is needed which, however, cannot
be that of a particular person.  It must be the
people’s sacrifice.
108 The holiday purification offering of
the Day of Atonement (Num. 29:11) which

is treated following the rules of all holidays
and is not mentioned in Lev. 16.
109 If there is no Temple.
110 Num. 29:11.  The atoning purification
offering is the one mentioned in Lev. 16:15.
111 Where there is awareness of violation
of the rules of purity.  For unknown
violations see Mishnah 4.

)33a line 26 (oFvi ¦g ©d §e d¤lFz i ¦ni¦p §R ©d   .x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦n£g  d ©n  .'lek dN̈i ¦g §Y ©a dr̈i ¦c§i  DÄ  oi ¥̀   :

i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .oFc §k  i` ©n   .Ex §R©k§i d¤fë d¤f F` El §z¦i D¤fë d¤f F` x ¥R©k §n  i ¦ni¦p §R ©d §e d¤lFz oFvi ¦g ©d F` x ¥R©k §n

zFxR̈ ©k  i ¥wEN ¦g ¥n  .Di¥l ai ¦z£̀ë  op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  i ¥nFw ai ¦zF`  Wi ¦wl̈  Wi ¥x   .zi ¦n£g dN̈i ¦n   .`g̈ ῭  x ©A aŸw£r©i

.x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦n£g  d ©n   .`i ¦d  ̀ c̈  ̀ n̈l̈i ¦C   .`ẍi¥f  i ¦A ¦x  Di¥l  x ©n ῭   .Di¥l  x ©n  dn̈  r ©c§i dp̈i¦l §e   .`z̈§Ni ¦n `i ¦d

.sEB ©d  z ©̀ §nEh §A  .ei®̈lr̈  Fz ῭ §nEh §e  x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y   .` ¥nḧ  l©k ῭ ¤W xFdḧ §a  x ©ni¥p F` xFdḧ  l ©k ῭ ¤W  ̀ ¥nḧ §A

m†¤di¥r §W ¦R  .zFpFc §G ©d  ENi ¥̀  zFpFe£r ei À̈lr̈ d´̈C©e §z ¦d §e .oFc §k  i` ©n   .Ex §R©k§i d¤fë d¤f F`  .xÜÄ  z ©̀ §nEh §a Ÿ̀l

` ¸̈Up̈ §e   .Wi ¦wl̈ Wi ¥x  m ¥W §a  i ¦O ¦̀  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭  .x«¥R©k§i  x ©n ῭ ¤W §M  .zFbb̈ §V ©d  ENi ¥̀ m®̈z`ŸH ©g  .mi ¦cẍ §O ©d ENi ¥̀

aEI ¦g  o ¤dÄ  oi ¥̀ ¤W zFpFc §f  d ©n   .x ©nFl  .zFbb̈ §X ©d  ©gi¦P ¦d §e zFpFc §G ©d  U ©tḧ   .mz̈FpFe£rÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  ei²̈lr̈ xi¬¦rV̈ ©d

.dïi¦l §z¦l   .`q̈ï  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  ̀ l̈i ¦̀  i ¦A ¦x  .o`k̈§l E`ä  dÖl̈ §e  .oÄ §xẅ  aEI ¦g  o ¤dÄ  oi ¥̀ ¤W zFbb̈ §X ©d  s ©̀   .oÄ §xẅ

.m®̈z`ŸH ©g m®̈z`ŸH ©g   .`ẍi¥f  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  l ¥̀ En §W  i ¦A ¦x  .r ©n §W ©n §A mi ¦Un̈ §xE mi ¦vẅ §W  i¥l §kF`  l ©r  d¤l §z¦i §e

aEI ¦g  o ¤dÄ  W¥I ¤W o`M̈  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W m®̈z`ŸH ©g  s ©̀   .oÄ §xẅ aEI ¦g  o ¤dÄ  W¥I ¤W  öN ©d§l  x ©n¡̀¤P ¤W m®̈z`ŸH ©g  d ©n

d ©n  .d¤lFY mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi mi¦p §t ¦a  d ¤W£r©P ©d  xi ¦rÜ xEI ¦W .oÄ §xẅ aEI ¦g  o ¤dÄ  oi ¥̀ ¤W zFpFc §f E` §v«̈i  .oÄ §xẅ

.sFQ ©a dr̈i ¦c§i  DÄ W¤i lä£̀  dN̈i ¦g §Y ©a dr̈i ¦c§i  DÄ  oi ¥̀   .dŸ §x ©ii ¦W

Halakhah 3:  “If there is no knowledge at the start,” etc.  What can you
see to say?  Does the one inside suspend and the one outside atone, or the one
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outside suspend and the one inside atone, or both of them suspend, or both of
them atone112?

What about it?  Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, I saw something.  Rebbi
Simeon ben Laqish was asking before Rebbi Johanan and asked him, what are
the differences in atoning?  I do not know what he answered him.  Rebbi
Ze`ira said to him, maybe it is the following: 113How did you understand to
explain it?  About an impure person who ate pure [meat], or a pure person
who ate impure [meat]?  The verse says: his impurity is on him.  Impurity of
the body, not impurity of the meat.

Or both of them atone?  What about it? 114He should over it confess sins,
these are intentional sins, their crimes, these are rebellions105, their mistakes,
these are unintentional sins.  Then He said, he will atone.  Rebbi Immi said in
the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, the ram will carry all their sins115, he
grabbed intentional sins and left out unintentional sins116, to indicate that just
as intentional sins do not carry the obligation of a sacrifice, so those
unintentional sins which do not carry the obligation of a sacrifice117.  And why
did they come here?  Rebbi Ila in the name of Rebbi Yasa, for suspension118.
Would it be understood to suspend for those who eat abominations and
crawling things119?  Rebbi Samuel in the name of Rebbi Ze`ira: Their
mistakes, their mistakes120.  Since their mistakes mentioned there are those
which carry the obligation of a sacrifice, also their mistakes mentioned here
are those which carry the obligation of a sacrifice.  This excludes intentional
sins which do not carry the obligation of a sacrifice.  What is left out by the
ram brought inside112 the Day of Atonement suspends.  What did it leave out?
If there is no knowledge at the start but there is knowledge at the end.121

112 Since there are two purification
sacrifices brought on the Day of Atonement,
one (Lev. 16:15 ff.) whose blood is sprinkled
on the gobelin separating the Temple Hall
from the Holiest of Holies and the incense
altar (Ex. 30:10), and one (Num. 29:11)
whose blood is sprinkled on the large altar
in the Temple courtyard.  The question is
whether each of these has a separate

function or whether the day requires a
double sacrifice for all its functions.
113 Halakhah 2, Note 90.  These are
known differences in the power of
atonement but have nothing to do with the
Day of Atonement.
114 Lev. 16:21.  Babli Yoma 36b, Ševuot
12b, Keritut 25b.
115 Lev. 16:22.
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116 In fact only rebellions are mentioned
to be carried to the desert even though three
kinds of transgressions were put on the
scapegoat’s head.
117 It is not that intentional sins  not carry
an obligation of a sacrifice but the sinner is
prohibited from offering one (Num.
15:30-31.)  Unintentional sins only require a
sacrifice if the corresponding intentional sin
is punishable by extirpation (Mishnah
Keritut 1:2), others require repentance and
atonement by the Day of Atonement.  Babli
Keritut 25b.
118 The commentators differ in what this
means.  The Day of Atonement suspends
punishment to give the sinner time for
repentance (Qorban Ha`edah) or the
statement refers to the Mishnah that the Day
of Atonement eliminates the obligation of a
suspended sacrifice (Pene Mosheh).    The

sequel shows that neither of these
alternatives applies but that the first
alternative considered in the introductory
paragraph applies; one purification sacrifice
suspends punishment for certain categories
of sins and the second atones.
119 Eating non-kosher animals is a sin
(Lev. 11, Deut 14)  but  not  one  leading  to
extirpation.  Therefore it is not subject to
atonement by sacrifice.
120 The first mz̈`ŸH ©g is in Lev. 16:21 and
refers to the scapegoat and its limited power
of atonement, the second one to the final
statement Lev. 16:34 which declares that all
mistakes are atoned for on that day.
121 This justifies the Mishnah; both
actions of the Day of Atonement are needed.
Babli 10a.

)fol. 32c  ( :

Mishnah 4: But about where there is no knowledge either at the start or at
the end122, the rams of the holidays and the rams of the Days of the New
Moon123 atone, the words of Rebbi Jehudah.  Rebbi Simeon says, the rams of
the holidays atone but not the rams of the Days of the New Moon.  What do
the rams of the Days of the New Moon atone for?  For the pure person who
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ate impure124.  Rebbi Meïr says, the atoning of all rams is the same, about the
impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta.

Mishnah 5:  Rebbi Simeon used to say, the rams of the holidays atone for
the pure person who ate impure; those of the holidays atone for where there is
no knowledge either at the start or at the end, and those of the Day of
Atonement where there is no knowledge at the start but there is knowledge at
the end125.

122 Undetected infractions of the laws of
purity.  Mishnaiot 4-6 are reproduced in
Sifra Ahare Pereq 5(2-50).
123 Num. 28:15,22,30; 29:4,16,19,22,25,

28,31,34,38.  These are public sacrifices;
they atone for damage to public institutions.
124 Impure sacrificial meat or cereal.
125 Mishnah 3.

33a line 43  .'lek dr̈i ¦c§i  DÄ  oi ¥̀ ¤W  l ©r §ei ¦A ¦x  .'lek x ¥nF` oFr §n ¦W  i ¦A ©x  dïd̈  :

῭N ¤̀  Fa  ©r ¥cFi oi ¥̀ ¤W  h ¥g  .ii«©l z`Ḧ ©g  mi¬¦G ¦r xi ¦r §UE dc̈Ed§i  i ¦A ¦x §C  ̀ n̈£r ©h  .dï §r ©WFd  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a xf̈ §r§«̈l

.`ẍi¥f  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .oi¦i©p §n mi¦lb̈ §x  i ¥xi ¦r §U   .W ¤cFg W Ÿ̀x§N ¤W  xi ¦rÜ  ῭N ¤̀  i¦l  oi ¥̀   .x ¥R©k §n d¤f  xi ¦rÜ ii

`g̈ ῭  x ©A aŸw£r©i  i ¦A ¦x  dï §r ©WFd  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a xf̈ §r§«̈l  i ¦A ¦x §e  ̀ ẍi ¦r §f  i ¦A ¦x  .oFW` ¦x oïi §p ¦r  l ©r  si ¦qFn e"ië  .xi¬¦r §UE

l ©r  .oFW §g©p  xi ¦r §U ¦A  m ¦̀   .oi ¦nïi ©w  op̈  d ©n  .d ½̈c¥r«̈d oŸ́e£rÎz ¤̀  Æz` ¥Ul̈  m À¤kl̈ o´©zp̈ | D´̈zŸ̀ §e  .op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a

xi ¦rÜ §A  oi ¦nïi ©w op̈£̀  o ¥k  ̀ N̈ ¤̀   .zFxFC©l Fa `¥vFi §M  oi ¥̀   .mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi§N ¤W  xi ¦rẄ §A  m ¦̀   .x ¥R©k §n  Fh §a ¦W

oŸ¹x£d«©̀ ` ¸̈Up̈ §e   .oŸer̈  zE`i ¦U§p  öN ©d§l  x ©n¡̀¤p §e  oŸer̈  zE`i ¦U§p o`M̈  x ©n¡̀¤p  .oFc §k  i` ©n   .W ¤cFg y Ÿ̀x§N ¤W

oŸer̈  ̀ Ÿl §e  oi ¦ai ¥x §T ©d oŸer̈ o`M̈  s ©̀  oi ¦ai ¦x §w ©O ©d oŸer̈  ̀ Ÿl §e  oi ¦ai ¥x §T ©d oFer̈  öN ©d§l  d ©n  .mi À¦Wc̈ ¢T ©d oŸ́e£rÎz ¤̀

i ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .xFdḧ  l ©k ῭ ¤W  ` ¥nḧ §a  `n̈i¥p  ` ¥nḧ  l©k ῭ ¤W  xFdḧÄ  x ©ni ¥n  zi ¦n£g  d ©n   .oi ¦ai ¦x §w ©O ©d

op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  d ¤cFn   .oc̈Ei  i ¦A ¦x  z ©Hi ¦W  w¥N ¦g  oFr §n ¦W  i ¦A ¦x  .xi ¦̀ ¥n  i ¦A ¦x  z ©Hi ¦W  w¥N ¦g  dc̈Ei  i ¦A ¦x  .oEA i ¦A ¦xi ¥A

  .`ẍi ¦r §f i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a dp̈Fi i ¦A ¦x §k  ̀ ïi §z©e  .d¤lFz ῭N ¤̀  x ¥R©k §n  oi ¥̀ ¤W mi¦p §t ¦a  d ¤U£r©P ©d  xi ¦rẄ §A.z`«̈H ©g Ed†̈Ur̈ §e

.d¤P ©Y §W¦i Ÿ̀N ¤W dïi¦l §z¦l Frä §w

Halakhah 4: “But about where there is no knowledge,” etc. Halakhah 5:
“Rebbi Simeon used to say,” etc.  Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi
Hoshaia: The reason of Rebbi Jehudah is and one goat’s ram sin offering for
the Eternal126.  This ram atones for a sin known only to the Eternal127.  I have
not only the ram of the Day of the New Moon; from where the rams of the
holidays?  Rebbi Ze`ira said, and a ram128, the copula adds to the prior
subject.  Rebbi Ze`ira and129 Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia,
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He gave it to you to lift
the sins of the congregation130.  Where do we hold?  If about Nahshon’s ram,
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it atoned for his tribe.  If about the ram of the Day of (Atonement)131, there is
nothing similar in later generations132.  But we must deal with the ram of the
Day of the New Moon.  What about it?  It is said here “lifting sin” and it is
said there “lifting sin”, Aaron shall lift the sin of the sancta”133.  Since there it
is the sinfulness of the offerings not the sins of the offerers, also here it is the
sinfulness of the offerings not the sins of the offerers134.  What did you see to
say, “for the pure person who ate impure”, maybe we should say for the
impure person who ate pure?  Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Bun said, Rebbi Jehudah
splits the argument of Rebbi Meïr; Rebbi Simeon splits the argument of Rebbi
Jehudah135.  Rebbi Johanan136 agrees that the ram brought inside does not
atone; rather it suspends.  This parallels Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi
Ze`ira, he shall make it a purification offering137.  He fixed it for suspension,
that it could not be changed138.

126 Num. 28:15, the sacrifice of the Day of
the  New  Moon.   (The  verse  is  quoted  not
quite correctly.)  The root `hg in pa`al
means “to sin” but in pi`el “to cleanse, to
restitute, to purify.”  The word z`Ḧ ©g

“purification” can also mean “sin” (Ex.
34:9).  Here it is interpreted in both senses.
Babli 9a.
127 In Sifry Deut. 145, the example given
is that of a an unknown grave which makes
everybody stepping over it impure; the
impure person never could know of his
impurity.
128 In all occurrences (Note 123) the
sentence starts with E which also could have
been left out.  This is read as referring to the
first case.  Babli 9b.
129 Probably “and” should be replaced by
a comma.
130 Lev. 10:17, referring to the
inauguration of the Tabernacle which was
on the first of Nisan.  On that day, three
purification sacrifices were offered.  1o A

calf, special to this day.  2o A  ram  for  the
Day  of  the  New  Moon.   3o A  ram  by  the
chief  of  the  tribe  of  Jehudah  (Num. 7:16).
The verse does not spell out to which of the
three it refers.

In the Babli 9b, the entire argument is
quoted as explanation of R. Simeon’s
statement; also quoted Zevahim 101b.
131 Read: Inauguration.
132 The reference is to the calf (Note 129,
1o)  which  only  in  this  case  served  as  public
purification offering; in all other cases the
sacrifice is a ram.  Since the verse is in the
singular, it follows that only one purification
offering was burnt;  the other two were
eaten [Sifra Šemini Pereq 2(2)].  It is
characterized as “given to lift the sin of the
congregation”; this is asserted only of the
New Moon’s Day ram.  It follows that the
calf of the Inauguration was particular for
the Sanctuary and the priests, Nahshon’s for
his tribe.
133 Ex. 28:38.
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134 It is explicitly stated in the verse that
the High Priest’s diadem is only effective to
cure unknown disabilities of sacrifices, not
of humans.  In the Babli, Menahot 25a, this
is the final answer by the fifth Cent. Rav
Ashi after a lengthy discussion which also
quotes R. Zera (Ze`ira) with a completely
different suggestion which is rejected.
135 R. Jehudah accepts the argument of R.
Meïr but excludes the rams of the Day of
Atonement  from  the  group.   R.  Simeon
accepts the argument of R. Jehudah but
excludes the ram of the Day of the New
Moon.
136 One may conjecture that originally the
text read i"x meaning “R. Jehudah” which
was misread by a copyist as “R. Johanan”.
(In Babli texts, i"x has both meanings with
about the same frequency.)

137 Lev. 16:9.  One would have
expected the sentence to read ÆoŸx£d«©̀  ai ³¦x §w ¦d §e

z`Ḧg̈©l  ii«©l  l†̈xFB ©d ei²̈lr̈ d¬̈lr̈ x ¤̧W£̀ xi ½¦rV̈ ©dÎz ¤̀ .
Then z`Ḧ ©g would have referred to the ram
and meant “purification offering.”  But the
clause z`«̈H ©g Ed†̈Ur̈ §e “he turns it into z`Ḧ ©g”
defines the word as “unintentional sin.”  The
ram whose blood is brought into the
Sanctuary turns intentional into
unintentional sins.
138 It cannot be used for any other
purpose.  If the companion scapegoat would
die before it is slaughtered, it could not be
used for any other purpose; it must be sent
grazing until it develops a bodily defect or
becomes too old to be used as a sacrifice,
then be sold and its value used to buy other
sacrifices. Sifra Ahare Pereq 2(5).

)33a line 58.`Ä ©d§l  a ¥xT̈¦i  W ¤cFg W Ÿ̀x §A  a ©xẅ Ÿ̀l  .W ¤cFg W Ÿ̀x §A  a ¥xẅi¦i l¤b ¤xÄ  a ©xẅ  ̀ ŸN ¤W  xi ¦rẄ (

.oFvi ¦g ©d  ©g¥A §f ¦n  l ©r  a ¥xT̈i¦l  ̀ N̈ ¤̀  xEAi ¦v zFp §A §xẅ  EW §C §wEd Ÿ̀l dN̈i ¦g §Y ¦O ¤W

A ram which was not brought on the holiday should be brought on the
Day of the New Moon.  If it was not brought on the Day of the New Moon it
should be brought in the future since from the start public sacrifices were
dedicated only to be brought onto the outside altar139.

139 Tosephta 1:1.  It is forbidden to bring
profane animals into the Sanctuary precinct.
Therefore all animals brought into the
Sanctuary have to be dedicated beforehand.

One is careful to make only the most general
dedication in order not to lose the use of the
animal if something goes wrong.

)33a line 61b¬©g §aE  zF ²S ©O ©d  b ©g  ai ¦z §k ¦C oëi¥M ¦n   .`p̈n̈  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi x ¥Ri ¦M xä §k  Ÿ̀l §e  (

l ©r  oi ¦x §R©k §n öNEM ¤W oëi¥M ¦n  .oEA i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .z ©g ©̀  dẍR̈ ©M  oi ¦x §R©k §n öNEM ¤W  i ¦n §M zF®M ªQ ©d b́ ©g §aE  zF †r ªa «̈X ©d

 .z ©g ©̀  dẍR̈ ©M  oi ¦x §R©k §n öNEM ¤W  i ¦n §M  eiẄc̈ ¢wë  WC̈ §w ¦n  z ©̀ §nEh

But did not the Day of Atonement already atone140?  Rebbi Mana said,
since it is written, the pilgrimage of Unleavened Bread, the pilgrimage of
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Weeks, and the pilgrimage of Tabernacles141, it is as if they all atoned one
atonement. Rebbi Bun said, since they all atone for the impurity of the
Sanctuary and its sancta, it is as if they all atoned one atonement.

140 Since the Day of Atonement leaves a
clean slate, why does the following holiday
of Tabernacles need another 8 purification
sacrifices?

141 Deut. 16:16.  Since the other two
holidays are far removed from the Day of
Atonement, the sacrifices are needed.

)33a line 64dp̈Ẍ ©d W Ÿ̀x§N ¤W aFh mFi §a däi ¥Y ©d  i¥p §t¦l  x ¥aFrd̈   .`q̈ï  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  ̀ g̈ ῭  x ©A aŸw£r©i  i ¦A ¦x (

mFi §a däi ¥Y ©d  i¥p §t¦l  x ¥aFrd̈  .o ¥k  i¥P ©z §e   .`R̈R̈  x ©A  ̀ g̈ ῭  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .W ¤cFg W Ÿ̀x§N ¤W  xi ¦M §f ©d§l  Ki ¦xv̈  oi ¥̀

.r ©a ¤W   .mi ¦x §nF` l¥N ¦d  zi ¥aE  .d¤pFn §W  l¥N ©R §z ¦n  .mi ¦x §nF` i ©O ©W zi¥A   .zi ¦x£g ©W §A  dp̈Ẍ ©d W Ÿ̀x§N ¤W aFh

i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .d ¤x §U¤rÎz ©g ©̀  x ©n Ÿ̀i §e   .r ©W ¥Y  .mi ¦x §nF`  l¥N ¦d  zi ¥aE  .x ¤U¤r  .mi ¦x §nF`  i ©O ©W zi¥A   .s ©qEn §A
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.dẍFY

Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Yasa:  The one who stands
before the Ark on New Year’s holiday does not have to mention the New
Moon142.  Rebbi Aha bar Pappus said, it was stated thus: 143“The one who
stands before the Ark on New Year’s holiday in the morning, the House of
Shammai say, he prays eight [benedictions]144, but the House of Hillel say
seven.  For musaf145, the House of Shammai say ten, but the House of Hillel
say nine.”  Should he not say eleven146?  Rebbi Yose said, where do they
disagree?  In a matter which needs a separate benediction.  But here even on a
weekday he simply includes it147.  So he should mention it in “Service”148.
Rebbi Yose asked, since the two rams of New Year’s day come because of the
New Moon, why do you say that he does not have to mention the New
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Moon149?  Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Bun said, does Rebbi Abba bar Mamal150 not
ask correctly?  As it was stated: “The two lambs of Pentecost151 and the two
rams of New Year’s Day.”  If the first atoned, what does the second atone for?
For impurity that happened between them.152  Is that not Rebbi Simeon’s?
And Rebbi Simeon splits atoning153.  But if both of them were for the New
Moon?  Rebbi Abba Mari said, you cannot do that, since it is written, in
addition to the elevation offering of the month154.  In addition, from what we
have stated, “twelve for the twelve months of the year.155”  A patrician stood
before the Ark and did not mention the New Moon; they praised him156.  Rav
Hoshaia asked: think of it, if they slaughtered both of them simultaneously?
What impurity happened between them?  Rebbi Bun said, if all of Israel are
proper, would they not bring what the Torah prescribed for them157?

142 The reader stands before the Ark.
Before the invention of printing, he was the
only one having a prayer text before him
and was supposed to recite all prayers aloud.
Except on holidays, the congregation were
supposed to recite the Šema` and the
`Amidah by heart.

In the main prayer, the `Amidah, in all
four times (evening, morning, musaf,
afternoon) one does not mention that New
Year’s Day also is New Moon Day. (In the
Ashkenazic rite, in which the verses
describing the sacrifices of the day are
recited, the New Moon is mentioned in the
quote of Num. 29:6.)
143 A related text in Tosephta Berakhot
3:12.
144 The three beginning and the three final
benedictions required daily, one additional
benediction for the Sabbath and one for the
holiday.  The House of Hillel require that
the middle benediction refer both to holiday
and Sabbath.
145 Every New Year’s Day the musaf

prayer contains three middle benedictions,
one to praise God’s Kingdom, the second to
His sitting in judgment over the world, the
third remembering the shofar blowing  at
Mount Sinai and the expectation of the
shofar blowing announcing the coming of
the Messiah.  In this version, everybody
agrees that the holiday is mentioned in the
declaration of God’s Kingdom; the only
difference between the Houses of Shammai
and Hillel is that the former require a
separate benediction for the Sabbath
whereas the latter hold that the Sabbath is
mentioned together with the holiday in the
fourth benediction.  None of the parties
mentions the New Moon.
146 An extra one for the day of the New
Moon.
147 In the morning, afternoon and evening
prayers on a Day of the New Moon there is
no additional benediction; the New Moon is
mentioned in an insert in the first of the last
benedictions, “Service”, which is a prayer
for the restoration of the Temple service
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with a supplication that our prayers be
accepted in lieu of sacrifices.
148 The  formula  used  on  the  other  11
months of the year.  The current text
originates from the middle benediction of
musaf of New Year’s Day.
149 While only the elevation offering of
the Day of the New Moon is mentioned in
the list of sacrifices for New Year’s Day
(Num. 29:6), the traditional interpretation
includes also the day’s purification offering
(Num. 28:15).  Then one should include a
mention of the New Moon at least in
“Service”.
150 It seems that one has to read “R. Yose”
since R. Ba bar Mamal is not mentioned in
the Halakhah.
151 Read: “the two rams of Pentecost,”
one prescribed in Num. 28:30 for the
holiday, the other in Lev. 23:19 to
accompany the two leavened breads which
introduce flour from the new harvest to the
Sanctuary.  This is a statement of R. Simeon
in Tosephta 1:2.
152 Cf. Qiddušin 2:7, Note 166.
153 The answer is not acceptable since the
baraita is attributed to R. Simeon who in

Mishnah 5 explained that different
categories of purification sacrifices atone for
different categories of impurity.  His opinion
about the ram accompanying the two
leavened loaves has not been recorded.
154 Num. 29:6.  Since the verse makes a
clear distinction between the sacrifices for
the Day of Remembrance (New Year) and
the New Moon, certainly for R. Simeon they
must have different purposes.
155 Tosephta 1:2, a statement of R.
Simeon about 32 public purification
sacrifices to be brought every year.  There is
exactly one for each month.
156 When only the outline of the topics of
benedictions were given but no prayer text
were prescribed.
157 He objects to the entire line of
reasoning.  The purification sacrifices of the
holidays are given “to atone for you” (Num.
28:22,30; 29:5,11), but no provision is made
to ascertain whether atonement is actually
needed.  This implies that they must be
brought even if not needed for atonement.
The same applies to the other public
offerings for which the purpose is not
explicitly stated.

)fol. 32c (  :

Mishnah 6:  They asked him157, could they be brought one for the
other158?  He told them, they may be brought.  They asked him, since their
atoning is not the same159, how can they be brought one for the other?  He told
them, all of them serve to atone for the impurity of the Sanctuary and its
sancta160.
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157 The dissenting Sages asked R. Simeon
following his statement in Mishnah 5.
158 For example, a ram was dedicated as
scapegoat for the Day of Atonement but
escaped, another ram was used, and
afterwards the original ram was recaptured.
Since it had been dedicated, it could not
revert to profane status.  May it be used as
purification offering on the next holiday?
159 As R. Simeon stated in Mishnah 5.

160 The dedication prepares it to atone for
impurities, to fulfill a biblical
commandment.  The particular instances of
atonement are not on the mind of the person
making the dedication; therefore, the ram
may be used on all occasions where
Scripture uses similar wording.  It is noted
in the next Halakhah that a dedication for
sacrifice, whatever it will be, is sufficient.

)33b line 6 (mi ¦nk̈£g  i ¥x §a ¦C   .op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .'lek d¤fä d¤f Ea §x §w¦I ¤W  o ¥d  d ©n .Fl Ex §n«̀̈   :
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.dp̈FW` ¦x dr̈Ẅ ¦n  W ©cẅ `Ed Fn §W¦l

Halakhah 6:  “They asked him, could they be brought one for the other,”
etc.  Rebbi Johanan said, the words of the Sages [imply] that one may change;
the words of Rebbi Simeon [imply] that one may not change161.  The words of
the Sages [imply] that one may change, and you say “could they be brought
one for the other”162?  They objected to him according to his argument163.
According to your argument, since you say that one may not change, could
they be brought one for the other?  Rebbi Yose said, since public sacrifices
are designated only by use164.  Rebbi Yudan said, it was stated thus165:   “For
the purpose of the sacrifice for which it is brought it was sanctified from the
beginning.”

161 It may be assumed that the Sages
follow R. Meïr, for whom all public
purification sacrifices have the same
purpose.  Then it is obvious that the
particular day for which an animal is
brought should not have any relevance for
the substance of the sacrifice.  But for R.
Simeon (and also R. Jehudah) there should
be a difference; even if in an emergency R.
Simeon permits using a ram on the next

available occasion, he might forbid
intentional change.
162 Since for the Sages the answer
obviously is positive, why does it have to be
asked at all?
163 They asked R. Simeon; for themselves
the answer was clear.
164 Animals dedicated for public sacrifice
are dedicated “for any public sacrifice where
they might be needed.”  The exact kind is
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determined only at the time of slaughter.
165 This follows R. Yose (the Tanna) in
Mishnah Zevahim 4:6: “Even if somebody
did not intend [any of the specific uses] it is
qualified; it is a stipulation by the court that
the thought is determined by the officiating
priest.”  Since the officiating priest can
disqualify a sacrifice by thought, e. g., the
intention to eat the sacrificial meat outside

the allotted time or place, he also qualifies
the sacrifice by his thought if the animal had
been dedicated as sacrifice.  For a private
sacrifice this implies that even if the owner
had a disqualifying thought but the
officiating priest served having the correct
thought, the sacrifice is qualified.  The Babli
agrees as explained in Maimonides’s
Mishnah Commentary ad loc.

)fol. 32c (  :

  :

Mishnah 7:  Rebbi Simeon ben Jehudah said in his166 name, the rams of
the New Moon Days atone for the pure person who ate of impure [sacrifice].
Those of the holidays add to them in that they atone for the pure person who
ate impure [sacrifice] and for [infractions] of which there was knowledge
neither at the start nor at the end.  Those of the Day of Atonement add to them
in that they atone for the pure person who ate impure [sacrifice] and for
[infractions ] of which there was knowledge neither at the start nor at the end
and those for which there was no knowledge at the beginning but there was at
the end167.

Mishnah 8:  They said to him, did not the teacher166 use to say that they
may be sacrificed one for the other?  He said, yes.  They said to him, if it is so
then those of the Day of Atonement could be brought on the Days of the New
Moon.  But how could those of the Days of the New Moon be brought on the
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Day of Atonement to atone an atonement which is not theirs168?  He told them,
all of them serve to atone for the impurity of the Sanctuary and its sancta125,160.

166 R. Simeon (ben Iohai).
167 He disagrees with the Tanna of
Mishnah 5.  R. Simeon does not hold that
the different kinds of public purification
sacrifices are for different kinds of offenses
but that there are different kinds of

effectiveness, the power of the sacrifice of a
more holy day is strictly greater than that of
the day of lesser holiness.
168 Since the rams of the Day of
Atonement were destined for two additional
powers not in those of the New Moon.

33b line 11.dp̈Ei  i ¦A ¦x  i ¥nFw `ïi ¦nFx §C  i ¥qFi  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .'lek i ¦A ¦x  dïd̈  x ¥nF` Fl Ex §n«̀̈
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Halakhah 8:  “They said to him, did not the teacher use to say,” etc.
Rebbi Yose the Southerner said before Rebbi Jonah:  Would it not have been
necessary to state, if it is so then those of the Days of the New Moon could be
brought on the Day of Atonement since one increases holiness but one does
not diminish; but those of the Day of Atonement cannot be brought on the
Days of the New Moon since one does not diminish holiness169.  Rebbi
Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Bun170 explained it by another explanation171:  if
it is so then those of the Day of Atonement could be brought on the Days of
the New Moon, for included in their atoning is the atoning of the Days of the
New Moon172, but those of the days of the New Moon cannot be brought on
the Day of Atonement, for they atone only their atonement.  For if anybody
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ate five olive-sized pieces of fat and dedicated four sacrifices, being of the
impression that he had dedicated five, did he atone173?  Or if he ate four olive
sized pieces of fat, dedicated five sacrifices, being of the impression that he
had dedicated four, not so much more174?  And  so 175“Rebbi Simeon used to
say, thirty-two rams are brought for the public every year.  Thirty one outside,
they are eaten.  One inside which is not eaten176.  And the scapegoat.  Twelve
for the twelve months of the year. Eight on Tabernacles, seven on Passover,
two on Pentecost, one for the day and one for the bread.  One on New Year’s
Day and one on the Day of Atonement.” 177When Moses heard this he said, it
follows that anybody for whom the doubt of a transgression arises should
bring all these sacrifices!  Rebbi Tanhuma in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben
Laqish:  When the Holy One, praise to Him, said to Moses, he shall confess178

on it etc., he started and said, A Song of confession179, inspired by he shall
confess on it.

169 A general principle (cf. Bikkurim 3:3,
Note 57; Yoma 3:8 41a l. 10, Megillah 1:12
72a l. 47, Horaiot 3:3 Note 151; Babli Yoma
12b).  Since this principle cannot be
overridden, it is an argument not for practice
but against R. Simeon’s opinion that the
sacrifices can be substituted one for the
other and for R. Meïr’s that they cannot.

The argument presupposes that the
cumulation of cases for which the sacrifices
atone indicates a higher state of holiness.
170 The name tradition is impossible.  The
second generation R. Eleazar cannot
transmit in the name of the third generation
R. Bun I or the fourth generation R. Bun II.
Probably one should read: R. Bun in the
name of R. Elazar or even R. Yose ben R.
Bun in the name of R. Eleazar.  Cf. Note 24.
171 To uphold the text of the Mishnah.
Since the argument is directed against one
made  in  the  Academy  of  R.  Jonah,  of  the
last generation of Galilean Amoraim, it

should be attributed to the absolutely last
Amora R. Yose ben R. Bun.
172 He asserts that all purification
sacrifices have the same status of holiness
but their effectiveness depends on the intent
of their dedication.  One sacrifice atones for
all instances for which it was dedicated but
none for which it was not dedicated.  He
must assume that the dedication was for a
purification sacrifice, not for “a sacrifice
whichever it will be” since the only public
sacrifices of rams are purification sacrifices
including the scapegoat.
173 Assuming that he is obligated to bring
five different sacrifices for five different
inadvertent sins punishable by extirpation of
which eating fat is the paradigm (cf. Horaiot
3:3).  If he offered only four, one sin by
necessity remains without atonement.
174 Automatically all sins are atoned for
(even though one would expect the case
never to happen since the owner of the
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sacrifice is required to confess his sin while
leaning with his hands on the head of the
sacrifice (Lev. 4:29), and probably would
detect his error.)
175 Tosephta 1:2.
176 Some of the blood of the purification
offering of the Day of Atonement is brought
inside the Sanctuary; the rest has to be
burned outside the Sanctuary (Lev. 6:23).
All other purification sacrifices must be
eaten by the priests, (Lev. 6:22).
177 A similar text in Midrash Tehillim
100.  It is standard Galilean doctrine that the
11 Psalms 90-100 were composed by Moses
(even Ps. 99!), not only Ps. 90 as indicated

by its header.  In the Babylonian tradition
(transmitted by prayer texts) Moses was the
author of Pss. 90-91 and the Sabbath of Ps.
92.
178 Lev. 16:21.  This resolved Moses’s
problem and informed him that his prior
concern, that the slightest doubt might
impose an unbearable financial burden on
the sinner, was unfounded.
179 Ps. 100:1.  Usually, one translates “a
song of thanksgiving” since this is
appropriate for the dc̈Fz sacrifice [Lev. r.
9(3)].

)fol. 32c (  :

Mishnah 9: Intentional impurity180 of the Sanctuary and its sancta is
atoned by the ram whose blood is brought inside and the Day of Atonement.
The remainder of the transgressions mentioned in the Torah, minor or serious
ones, intentional and unintentional, known and unknown, positive
commandments and prohibitions, extirpations and capital crimes, the
scapegoat atones181.

180 Those that cannot be taken care of
otherwise; for example, if a person
intentionally ate impure sancta but was not
duly warned beforehand.  Then he cannot
bring a sacrifice which is reserved for
unintentional sins.  He cannot be punished
in court since he was not warned and

therefore criminal intent cannot be
established.  The contamination of the
Sanctuary and its sancta is removed by the
Day of Atonement; whether the person’s
guilt is removed without due repentance is a
topic for the Halakhah.
181 This is reformulated in the Halakhah.
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.o¥M  ©g¥N ©Y §W ¦O ©d  xi ¦rÜ  s ©̀   .zFbb̈ §W ©d
 | od 1| dbbya o`yry 2       'e` dcedi 'x i | dcedi ax 'n`    `id i | od    dyrz `le dyr i | dyrz `l    `id

 | zepecfd 3       oecfa o`yr `ly | zelw    zexengd5       zexengd od eli` i | zexeng 4       zelwd
 | zebbydxtkn (ok) i |« ok    oaxw aeiig ea yiy xaca zebbyd

Halakhah 9:   “Intentional impurity of the Sanctuary.” etc.  That means it
atones for intentional infractions and suspends for the unintentional182.

183Are not minor sins [positive commandments and]183a prohibitions; are
not serious ones extirpations and capital crimes184?  Rav185 Jehudah said, so is
the Mishnah:  “Minor or serious ones.  Those minor ones, whether he
committed them intentionally or committed them unintentionally186.  Those
intentional ones, whether he obtained knowledge of them or did not obtain
knowledge of them187.  The following are minor sins:  positive commandments
and prohibitions188.  Serious ones, extirpations and capital crimes.  Just as the
ram whose blood is brought inside atones for intentional infractions and
suspends for the unintentional189, the same holds for the scapegoat190.”

182 The purpose of the sacrifice is to
safeguard the integrity of the Sanctuary.
Therefore it has to repair all infractions
which cannot be repaired otherwise, i. e.,
intentional infractions that cannot be
prosecuted (for lack of eye witnesses or
prior warnings).  Since severe unintentional
infractions (those if intentional would be
punished by Divine extirpation or judicial
execution) require a sacrifice, the public
offering does not absolve the sinner from his
obligation; it only suspends the damaging
influence on the Sanctuary.  The statement
is incomplete since infractions for which the
penalty is not spelled out in the Pentateuch

(“simple infractions”) cannot be atoned for
by a sacrifice and, if committed against the
Sanctity of the Sanctuary or is sancta, must
be atoned for by the public offering.
183 The paragraph is repeated in the Babli,
12b.  From here on to the end of the
Halakhah there is a parallel in Yoma 8:6 ( ).
183a Text of Yoma.
184 The Mishnah mentions “minor or
serious transgressions”; this covers all
biblical commandments.  But “positive
commandments and prohibitions, extir-
pations, and capital crimes” also describe all
biblical commandments.  Therefore the last
clause of the Mishnah must be read as
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explanation of the preceding one.
185 In Yoma: “Rebbi Jehudah”.  The
reading here is supported by the Babli.
186 This must refer either to infractions for
which the penalty is not spelled out (Note
182) or to cases where guilt cannot be
ascertained.  The standard example is that of
a person who ate one of two pieces of meat,
one of which was kosher, the other one
severely forbidden either as forbidden fat or
as sacrificial meat which became impure
(Rashi, Note 183).  If it is not possible to
ascertain which of the two he ate, then a
suspended reparation sacrifice is due; but
the obligation to bring a suspended
reparation sacrifice is cancelled by the Day
of Atonement, as determined in the next
paragraph (and Halakhah 1:2, Note 69,
Horaiot 1:1 Note 18).
187 This refers to the situation described in
the previous Note.  If he intended to eat one

of the two, knowing that one was severely
forbidden, he either committed no sin or he
committed a serious crime for which no
personal sacrifice can atone.
188 No biblical penalty is attached to the
failure to fulfill a positive commandment.
“Prohibitions” are those to which no biblical
penalty is attached.  The basis for the
statement are the homiletics quoted at the
end of this Halakhah.
189 The Yoma text  adds:  “for  which  no
sacrifice is due.”  This is understood, cf.
Note 182.
190 Which carries away “all their
iniquities”, Lev. 16:22).  This last statement
is missing in the Babli Ševuot;, it is
discussed in Keritut 25b.   The  scribe  in
Yoma originally wrote the same text as here,
then crossed out ok “the same holds” and
wrote “atones”.

)33b line 31oi ¦̀ C̈ ©ee zFnẄ£̀ ©e zF`Ḧ ©g i ¥aïiEg §n¦l oi¦i©p §n   .i¥P ©Y o¥k  Ÿ̀l §e   .r ©cFd  .r ©cFd Ÿ̀l `g̈i¦p  (

oi¦iEl §Y zFnẄ£̀  i ¥aïi ©g §e mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi x ©g ©̀ §l  `i ¦ad̈§l  oi ¦aïi ©g ¤W  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d  mFi  o ¤di¥l£r  x ©ar̈ ¤W

x ¥Ri ¦M xä §k  ̀ Ÿl §e   .o ¤dä Fl rC̈©ee §z¦p  ̀ ŸN ¤W oi ¥A  o ¤dä Fl rC̈©e §z¦P ¤W oi ¥A   .dïi ¦g  x ©A oEA i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .oi ¦xEh §R

Ÿ̀l  dÖl̈ §e  .dz̈i¦p §z ©n  ̀ i ¦d  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi §A  c ¥xFn §A  .`caey  i ¦e¥l  m ¥W §A oFr §n ¦W  i ¦A ¦x  .mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi

mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d  mFi §A  o ¤dÄ  rC̈©ee §z¦p Ÿ̀l Eli ¦t£̀  dẍ §n«̀̈  Di ¥z§Ni ¦n   .mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d  mFi §A  o ¤dÄ  rC̈©ee §z¦p  ̀ ŸN ¤W §A  .x ©n

.x ¥R©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi
 | ipz 1 | iaiiegnl oiipn    opipz | mixetikd mei xg`l `iadl oiaiigy 2       iaiig. . . xak `le 4-3       oiaiig

 | `zipznafter the next sentenceappears | `caey | xn 5      diiaeq | mixetikd meia oda    xn`
 | 'it`    oda el | mixetikd meia oda    elit`eoda el

It is understandable if it did not come to his knowledge191. If it did come to
his knowledge192?  Was it not stated:193  “From where that those obligated for
purification sacrifices and certain reparation sacrifices for whom the Day of
Atonement had passed, are obligated to bring them after the Day of
Atonement, but those obligated for suspended reparation offerings are no
longer liable?”  Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said, whether it was known to him on
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it, or not known to him on it, did not the Day of Atonement already atone194?
Rebbi Simeon in the name of  Levi [Sokhia]195, the Mishnah speaks of one
who rebels against the day of Atonement196.  Why did he197 not say, if it was
not known to him on the Day of Atonement?  His words imply that even if it
was not known to him on the Day of Atonement, the Day of Atonement
atones196.

191 Then no private sacrifice is due and
the public sacrifice must atone for the
damage done to the sanctuary.
192 Did we not imply that the public
offering does not relieve the individual of
his obligation to bring a sacrifice?
193 Horaiot 1:1, Note 20.  The parallel in
Yoma seems to quote instead from parts of
Mishnah Keritut 6:4.  Purification sacrifices
must be brought even after the Day of
Atonement but obligations of suspended
reparation sacrifices are eliminated.
194 He asks whether the Day of
Atonement eliminates the possibility of a
suspended reparation sacrifice for the
possibility of a sin committed prior to the
Day.  The positive answer was deduced
from biblical verses in Horaiot 1:1.
195 This  is  the  name  (“from  Sokho”)  by
which this Amora of the first generation is
quoted in Yoma and other places by R.

Simeon (ben Laqish).  The name given here
does not appear anywhere else.  In the Yoma
text, the sentence appears after the next; this
seems to be more appropriate.
196 While it is inferred from the Mishnah
that the answer to R. Abun bar Hiyya’s
question is positive, it is pointed out that the
answer still might be negative if the person
in question rejects the notion of the Day of
Atonement and does not want to be its
beneficiary.  The Babli, Keritut 7a (partially
Ševuot 13a), has another example: a person
who violates the Sanctuary late on the Day
of Atonement and then dies.  This example
shows even according to Rebbi (later in the
Halakhah) who holds that the Day of
Atonement atones even without repentance,
that the answer to R. Abun bar Hiyya might
be negative.
197 The Tanna of the Mishnah.

)33b line 43(.`ẍi¥f  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  l ¥̀ En §W  i ¦A ¦x  .d ¤U£r ©z Ÿ̀l  .däEW §z  dÜr̈  ̀ ŸN ¤W  i ¦R  l ©r  s ©̀  d ¥U£r

.Fg §xFM l ©r  ̀ i ¦d  z ¤x ¤R ©a §n   .z ¤x ¤R©k §n dl̈Frd̈  oi ¥̀  z ¤x ¤R©k §n  dl̈Frd̈  oi ¥̀   .x ¥nF`d̈  .däEW §z  dÜr̈ ¤W  ̀ Ed §e

i ¦W §ti ¤̀  i ¥̀   .Fg §xFM l ©r  ̀ Ed  x ¥R©k §n   .x ¥R©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi oi ¥̀  x ¥R©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi oi ¥̀   .x ¥nF`d̈

Fl x ¥R©k §n  oi ¥̀   .i¦l  x ¥R©k§I ¤W.oi ¦tEli ¦g  ̀ N̈i ¥̀ §c  dẍ §A ©Y §q ¦n  ̀ l̈   .l¥N ¦d  i ¦A ¦xi ¥A dp̈i¦p£g  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .Fg §xFM l ©r

.Ki¦l §n  §Y ©̀  zi¥l §C  .`M̈§l ©n§l  x ©ni ¥n  ̀ V̈©p  x ©A  o ¦n ῭lFk ῭l
198A positive commandment, even if he did not repent. A prohibition?

Rebbi Samuel in the name of Rebbi Ze`ira, only if he repented199. If one said,
“the elevation offering does not atone,200” does the elevation offering not
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atone?  It atones even against his will.  If one said, “the Day of Atonement
does not atone,” does the Day of Atonement not atone?  It atones even against
his will. “I cannot accept that it atone for me,” it does not atone against his
will201.  Rebbi Hanina ben Rebbi Hillel said, the opposite is reasonable202.  It is
not up to a person to tell the King, “you do not reign.”

198 After the first two sentences, which are
identical here and in Yoma except for the
spelling of R. Ze`ira’s name, the text in
Yoma is quite different (Note 202).
199 While the Mishnah in Rav Jehudah’s
interpretation treats positive command-
ments and simple prohibitions in parallel,
there is a difference between the two kinds
of sins.  The non-performance of a positive
commandment is atoned for even without
repentance while the atoning for breaching
simple prohibitions requires repentance.
200 The biblical text does not indicate for
which kind of sin an elevation offering does
atone but Lev. 1:4 indicates that it atones.

The next paragraph will investigate for
which sins it is atoning.
201 In the prior formulation, it was simply
a false statement.  But if somebody said, I
am opting out, the atoning power of
sacrifices shall not be valid for me, what he
offers would be profane.  If there is no
offering, there cannot be atonement.
202  Since he brings the offering on his own
initiative, if it is not brought for atoning it
does not atone.  But the Day of Atonement
is  given  by  God;  it  is  not  up  to  man  to  say
what it can or cannot do.  This is clearer
from the Yoma text which therefore must be
taken as original:

l©r Fl z ¤x ¤R ©k §n  Dp̈i ¥̀   .i¦l  x ¥R ©k §Y ¤W  i ¦W §ti ¤̀  i ¥̀  .`i ¦d  z ¤x ¤R ©a §n  .ilr̈  z ¤x ¤R ©k §n  dl̈Frd̈ oi ¥̀  .z ¤x ¤R ©k §n  dl̈Frd̈ oi ¥̀   .x ¥nF`d̈

Fl `Ed x ¥R ©k §n  .i¦l  x ¥R ©k§I ¤W  i ¦W §ti ¤̀  i ¥̀   .`i ¦d  z ¤x ¤R ©k §n  x ¥R ©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi oi ¥̀    .Fg §xM̈dï §p©p£g  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭   .Fg §xFM  l ©r

.K¤l ¤n  §Y ©̀  zi¥l  .`M̈§l ©n§l  xFni ¥n  ̀ V̈©p  x ©A  oi ¥cd̈  o ¦n `̈lFk `̈l  .l¥N ¦d  i ¦A ¦x §C  Di ¥x §A

If one said, “the elevation offering does not atone,” “the elevation offering does not atone
for me,” it atones.  “I cannot stand that it atone for me,” it does not atone against his will.
“The day of Atonement does not atone,” it atones.  “I cannot stand that it atone for me,” it
atones for him against his will.  Rebbi Hanania ben Rebbi Hillel said, it is not up to that man
to say to the King, you are no King.

Here the introductory statement of R.
Hanina (Hanania) ben R. Hillel is missing
correctly.  The two texts are separate

formulations.
In the Babli, Keritut 7a,  there  is  a

related discussion.

)33b line 49.d®¤i §d «¦z  ̀ Ÿ́l  dŸid̈  m ½¤k£gEx́Îl ©r dl̈Fr«̈d §e  .`n̈£r ©h  i` ©n   .a¥N ©d  xEd §xi ¦d  l ©r  z ¤x ¤R©k §n dl̈Frd̈ (

mi†¦dŸl¡̀  E¬k §x ¥aE ii©pä  E ´̀ §hg̈ Æi©lE`  .x ¥nF` `Ed aFI ¦̀  o ¥k §e  .m¤k£gEx  l ©r  z ¤x ¤R©k §n dl̈Frd̈   .i ¦e¥l  i ¦A ¦x  x ©n ῭

.a¥N ©d  xEd §xi ¦d  l ©r  z ¤x ¤R©k §n  dl̈Fr ¤W  dẍ §n«̀̈  ̀ c̈d̈  .m®̈aä§l ¦A
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203The elevation offering atones for thoughts.  What is the reason? What
rises in your spirits will not be204.  Rebbi Levi said, the elevation offering
atones for your spirits205.  And so in Job he says, maybe my children sinned
and cursed God in their hearts206.  This implies that the elevation offering
atones for thoughts.

203 In slightly different formulation in
Yoma.   In Lev. rabba 7(3) the paragraph is
reproduced and the doctrine is attributed to
R. Simeon ben Iohai.
204 Ez. 20:32.
205 This is an untranslatable pun.  The
verbal noun dl̈Frd̈ “that  which  rises”  (scil.
“your thoughts”, f.) is identified with the

homonym dl̈Frd̈ “the elevation offering”.
205 Job 1:5.  The verse starts noting that
Job offered elevation offerings since he said
maybe  .  .  .   The Yoma text quotes only the
first part of the verse, assuming that one
remembers the remainder, in standard
talmudic style.

)33b line 53x ¥ti ¥nE lFr w ¥xFR ¦n uEg x ¥R©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi dẍFY ©A ¤W zFxi ¥a£rÎlM̈  l ©r  .x ¥nF` i ¦A ¦x (

`q̈ï  i ¦A ¦x  .Fl x ¥R©M §z ¦n  oi ¥̀  e ῭l m ¦̀ §e  .Fl x ¥R©M §z ¦n däEW §z  dÜr̈  m ¦̀ ¤W   .dẍFY ©A mi¦pẗ d¤N©b §nE  zi ¦x §A

i ¦A ¦x dp̈Fi i ¦A ¦x  oïi §W ©̀  i ¦A ¦x  ̀ ©z£̀   .däEW §z  ̀ Ÿl §A  x ¥R©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi ¤W  i ¦A ¦x  x ©a §q  xŸA §qi ¦n  .d ¤W §w ©n

.däEW §z  ̀ Ÿl §A  z ¤w ¤xn̈ §n  dz̈i ¦nE däEW §z  ̀ Ÿl §A  x ¥R©k §n  mi ¦xERi ¦M ©d mFi  .op̈g̈Fi  i ¦A ¦x  m ¥W §a  dïi ¦g  i ¦A ¦x `Ä

mi ¦xER ¦M ©d mFi §e  dz̈i ¦n   .oÖ ©Y op̈i¦P ©z §c  ̀ i ¦d  ̀ c̈d̈  .i ¦A ¦x  .Dz̈i¦P ©Y  o`n̈  .däEW §z ¦k  dz̈i ¦n mFi  .o ¥k  i¥P ©z §e

.i ¦A ¦x §k  ̀ Ÿl §C  .däEW §Y ©d  m ¦r oi ¦x §R©k §n
206Rebbi says, the Day of Atonement atones for all sins against the Torah

except for him who tears away the yoke, or who breaks the Covenant, or who
finds aspects in the Torah207, where it atones if he repented but does not atone
otherwise.  Rebbi Yasa asked:  Does Rebbi think that the Day of Atonement
atones without repentance?  There came Rebbi Ashian, Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi
Abba, Rebbi Hiyya  in  the  name  of  Rebbi  Johanan:  The Day of Atonement
atones without repentance, and death cleanses without repentance208.  We have
stated thus:  The day of death equals repentance.  Who stated this?  Rebbi!
Then what we stated209, “death and the Day of Atonement atone with
repentance,” does not follow Rebbi210.

206 Babli 13a, Yoma 85b, Keritut 7a.  The
parallel in Yoma (45b  l.  63  ff.)  at  the  end
reports the opposite of the tradition here.
207 This was explained in Peah 1:1 Notes

199-213; cf. also Sanhedrin  10:1, Note 8.
One who tears away the yoke is he who
recognizes the authority of the Torah but
decides to break its laws; one who breaks


